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ABSTRACT 

In 1995, youths that wash vehicle windshields at busy downtown intersections for 

pocket change, otherwise popularly knom as "squeegee kids", b v e d  in Toronto, 

Canada. Almost immediately, neo-consemative politicians initiated a political campaign, 

with the help of the local press, which was aimed to generate anti-squeegee kid sentiment 

and support for tough neo-conservative law and order criminal justice policies. This 

thesis examines newspaper coverage of squeegee kids and discusses how neo- 

conservative politicians in Ontario transformed a mhor  public nuisance issue into a more 

serious public law and order problem, thereby justifying a political response that 

confirmed neo-conservatives ideological d u e s  and policies towards crime and criminals. 
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Since their Canadian debut in 1995, youths that wash vehicle windshields at busy 

downtown intersections for pocket change, otherwise popularly known as "squeegee 

kids", have received much political and media attention. By drawing the ire of drivers, 

business owners and politicians, squeegee kids have unwittingly unleashed a multilevel 

political debate. Some politicians of a neo-conservative bent have responded to their 

presence by publicly demanding strict law enforcement or the creation of new bylaws 

that would criminalize squeegeeing. Clairning that squeegee kids are an intrusive and 

provocative public presence in an otherwise pleasant and orderly downtown environment, 

neo-conservative politicians have launched an aggressive political and media carnpaign to 

rid the streets of squeegee kids. 

Squeegee opponents maintain that squeegee kids' dishevelled appearance, vulgar 

manners, and aggressive and unsolicited services intirnidate drivers, particularly female 

drivers. Furthemore, opponents claim squeegee kids are linked to signs of declining 

public order and the deterioration of conservative social values. In response, liberal 

politicians clairn that current laws adequately deal with unnily and destructive public 

behaviour. They also accuse neo-conservatives of trying to criminalize homelessness. 

Squeegee supporters argued that these destitute youths should not be punished for their 

entrepreneurid resourcefulness and that they are simply îrying to make a living in a youth 

hostile economy. 
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Despite the minimal threat or nuisance that squeegee kids pose, the squeegee 

issue has become a subject of national debate and concem. Several cities including 

Vancouver, Winnipeg, Montreal and Victoria have passed bylaws aimed directiy at 

squeegee kids and their trade. See Appendix A for a summary of municipal panhandling 

bylaws. Ontario's, and especially the city of Toronto's, response has been more 

purposeful, punitive and publicised. Toronto's mayor, Me1 Lastman, demanded the 

province amend the provincial Hrghway Trafic Act to make it an offence for squeegee 

kids to ply theu trade on the roadway and for cirivers to tip them. In response, Ontario's 

neo-conservative premier, Mike Harris, ordered the province's Crime Control 

Commission (CCC) to make the regulation of squeegee kids a priotity. As a result, 

Ontario govemment policy advisors adopted an aggressive stance that is directly 

influenced by U.S. neo-conservative crime control theories. Three members of the CCC 

travelled to New York City to acquire information about the New York Police 

Department's (NYPD) now-celebrated "Broken Windows" strategies to combat Street 

crime and disorder. 

Why have these youths, roughly between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five, 

attracted so much political and media attention? What is so threatening about 

approximately one hundred Toronto squeegee kids that new laws are created to stop them 

from practising their trade? Why did Ontario's premier, Mike Harris, make squeegee 

kids a prominent element in his 1999 re-election campaign? What explains the discourse 

of fear surrounding a group of kids who are trying to make a living wage, albeit in an 
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unconventional way? Why has there been so rnuch media coverage of this issue and 

what roie has it played in the political debate? 

This thesis will attempt to answer those questions and deconstruct the political 

debate surrounding the Toronto squeegee phenomenon by conducting a content analysis 

of every newspaper article published on the topic between 1995 and 1998 in the Globe 

and Mail, the Toronto Star and the Toronto Sun. To try and understand the aggressive 

political and public response to a relatively innocuous group of people, this thesis will 

examine how and why neo-conservatives framed the squeegee phenomenon as a public 

law and order problem. The analytic focus of this thesis is on the press discourse - 

narnely, how did squeegee kids corne to be portrayed as a social problem in the fKst 

place. The thesis is also about which social conditions and personal characteristics 

assume prominence as problerns, and how those conditions and characteristics are 

politically framed by neo-conservatives in terrns of perceived causes and suitable 

remedies. 

This research will examine how the "squeegee kid" phenomenon was politically 

conceptualized and portrayed in the newspaper coverage of three metro-Toronto dailies. 

It will examine how the squeegee issue evolved from a trifling public nuisance to outright 

calls for criminalization. This thesis will draw upon established bodies of literamre and 

research that discuss social constructionism, moral panic, and neo-conservative law and 

order political ideology in order to heIp deconstruct the media and political 

pronouncements that may have contributed to the neo-conservative dorninated law and 

order policies and solutions. Examining how a social issue becomes a law and order 
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problem is important because understanding how a social issue can be constructed as a 

crime problem helps exptain why certain social issues become prominent in public and 

political debate, and how a particular political agenda is rationalised. The squeegee kid 

problem is ultimately an example of how the media and neo-conservative politicians 

socially constructed a law and order problem. Via the use of emotive imagery, 

sensational reporting, amplification and exaggeration of established social anxieties, the 

public's view of squeegee kids rapidiy changed from resourceful youth to a group of 

thugs. This thesis, therefore, is concemed with how the squeegee kid phenornenon came 

to be viewed as a law and order problem and is not concemed with "assessing or judging 

the truth, accuracy, credibility, or reasonableness" (Jenkins, 1992, p. 2) of squeegee kids. 

Rather, the theoretical goal is to study and examine how neo-consemative political ideas 

and media coverage converge to create a law and order problem requiring particular 

political solutions. This thesis is not an attempt to conduct a baianced analysis of neo- 

conservative and liberal viewpoints. Rather, the thesis is p r i m d y  concerned with 

examining how a government with a particular ideoiogy and politic converts a social 

problem into a law and order issue. The analysis, therefore, will be primarily concerned 

with how neo-conservative notions and ideologies focus one's attention on specific 

themes and ideas that further neo-conservatives' inclination towards a general law and 

order agenda. 
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. . 
-face: ifRe Polztzcal Clhate o f  Sgueegee Kids 

In late 1995, a handful of squeegee kids arrived in Toronto. By the surnmer of 

1996, squeegee kids were becoming a more visible part of the downtown Toronto 

landscape. Much of the early press coverage was tinged with a tone of curiosity and even 

support. Soon thereafter, however, many articles began to appear that were not only 

unfavourable depictions of their lifestyle but angry declarations that these Street workers 

were vandals, crîminals, and extortionists. Conflicts between squeegee kids and dnvers 

increased, and the sensational press coverage followed suit. Politicians eventually 

weighed into the fray, supposedly at the request of the public, and the anti-squeegee 

political carnpaign was born. Soon, some politicians began to claim that current laws 

regulating squeegeeing and panhandling were insufficient. As a result, more punitive 

solutions were tabled in Toronto City Council including making amendments to the 

Highway Trafic Act that would facilitate arresting squeegee kids or confiscating their 

squeegees. Throughout this angry debate, numerous solutions were proposed, discussed 

and rejected. Politicians squared off over their respective beliefs, the police enforced 

numerous crackdowns citing public complaints, and the public became an active voice in 

the melee. 

Two recent events have contributed tremendously to the squeegee controversy 

and its inevitable resolution: the 1999 Ontario provincial election and the introduction of 

provincial anti-squeegee legislation entitled the Safe Streets Act. 



The 1999 Ontario provincial election proved to be a watershed event in the 

debate. For the Mike Harris led incumbent Consenratives, squeegee kids provided the 

ideal political platform from which to initiate a law and order re-election campaign. As 

part of their pledge to make Ontario safer, the Conservatives descnbed their strategy for 

squeegee kids in the par!y campaign bookiet, Bluepnht (1999): 

Whether you Iive in the city or are just visiting, you have the nght to walk 
down the street or go to public places without being harassed or 
intimidated by aggressive panhandiers. We'll stop aggressive 
panhandling by making threatening and harassing behaviour, such as 
blocking people on sidewalks, a provincial offence. We'll also give police 
the power to crack down on 'squeegee kids' (Consecvative Party of 
Ontario, p. 3 1 ; original ernphasis). 

Harris' Conservatives painted an alanning picture of the bad things and the bad people 

that supposedly abound in Ontario. Premier Harris and his campaign managers were 

astute and skilled at playing to the fears of voting Ontarians. The picture Harris painted 

was one where Ontario was no longer the peaceable kingdom citizens could remember. 

Rather, in Harris' Ontario, "sex offenders prowl every street, drug-crazed parolees lurk in 

every alley, ne'er-do-wells rush out to exchange their welfare cheques for drugs, murder 

and mayhem are more popular than Hockey Night in Canada" (Globe and Mail, May 20, 

In September 1999, the Ontario governrnent acted upon their electoral pledge to 

nd Ontario of squeegee kids in the form of provincially proposed legislation entitled the 

Safe Streets Act. At this time, the squeegee kid issue had for al1 intents and purposes 

been resolved. The Safe Streets Act proposes to rnake changes to the High way Trafic Acr 

and create new provincial offences. The Bill's Highway TraDc Act amendment would 
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prohibit a person on a roadway from stopping, attempting to stop or approaching a motor 

vehicle for the purpose of offering, selling or providing any comrnodity or service to the 

driver or any other person in the motor vehicle. When passed, the proposed legislation 

would make squeegeeing, panhandling and other types of solicitation illegal in situations 

where people cannot easily walk away (such as automated teller machines). The 

rationale behind the Safe Sîreets Act is that current laws do not allow for arrest or 

imprisonment. Any person who contravenes the Act's provisions is liable, upon first 

conviction, to a fine of not more than $500 and on each subsequent conviction. to a fine 

of not more than $1,000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than six rnonths, or to 

both. 

With the re-election of the Ontario Consematives in 1999, at least 45% of Ontario 

voters endorsed a unique. hard-nosed brand of law and order politics. As a result of the 

recent shift in political thinking, squeegee kids, vagrants and panhandlers are now facing 

a particularly unsupportive public and a govemment that is not hesitant to target the 

politically impotent to further its own political popularity. This is the neo-conservative 

political clirnate that squeegee kids and other impoverished youth must confront in 

today's Ontario. Although the result of the political debate is known and solutions are in 

the process of being administered, this thesis will trace the controversy and review 

precisely how the Tories managed to persuade Ontarians to believe that squeegee kids 

pose a serious threat to their safety. 



The following literature review wiIl discuss three topics related to the squeegee 

debate: (1) ideologicd perspectives on law and order, (2) moral panics and law and order 

anxiety, and (3) the ro1e of the media in generating ideologicaliy-based moral panics. 

This chapter will situate the squeegee debate in a broad theoretical perspective and then 

narrow the focus to look at how some neo-consemative politician's package social 

problems in order to constmct and exaggerate a social issue. Section one will present the 

political rationale and values that liberals and neo-conservatives use when discussing 

crime and social problems. Section two will examine techniques that are often used by 

politicians and the press to create public anxiety and panic over a social problem, and 

section three will examine how and why media coverage is essential to understanding 

how moral panics are created and developed. Collectively, these three topics are 

intended to explain how and why neo-conservative politicians use the media, moral 

panics and political ideology to generate public support for their political values and 

policies. 

1. Ideological Perspectives on Law and Order 

The 'squeegee problem' is worthy of sociological analysis because it can be 

viewed as a touchstone in the classic debate between liberal and neo-conservative crime 
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control themies.' As Samuel Walker (1989) has eloquentiy discussed, Liberals and neo- 

conservatives have almost always disagreed about crime's causes, solutions and effects. 

M i l e  the liberal-corservative classification may blur the subtie distinctions and 

variations of the ideological tenets, they nonetheless help us think about the "various 

crime control ideas by dîrecting Our attention to the assumptions that underlie them" 

@id, p. 9). Furthemore, how a social issue is politically conceptualised c m  often set 

the tenor for how the problem will be resolved. 

Crime is a salient political issue that is discussed differently by liberals and neo- 

conservatives. Despite elernents that each political perspective shares, there are certain 

assumptions and beliefs that are uniquely liberai or neo-conservative. For example, 

liberals generally espouse the values of rehabilitation and commonly attribute crime to 

Although it is impossible to reduce liberal and neo-conservative notions to a succinct 
definition, for the purposes of this thesis, "'liberal' rneans 'left-liberal', and is expressly 
contrasted with 'neo-conservative'. In this usage a liberal is one who lems consciously 
towards the under-privileged, supports the causes of minorities and socially excluded 
groups, and betieves in the use of state power to achieve social justice, usually in the 
form of massive welfare programmes" (Scmton, 1996, p. 312). In contrast, 
'conservativisrn' is a "social and political outlook which s p ~ g s  from a desire to 
conserve existing things, held to be either good in themselves, or better than the likely 
alternatives, or at least safe, farniliar, and the objects of trust and affection" (n>id., p. 
100). Neo-conservativism, sometimes called the 'new right', however, is a "reaction 
against the 'trendiness' of the permissive liberal ideas of the 1960s and is a more radical 
brand of conservativisrn. Many neo-conservatives have been disturbed by what they see 
as the immanent breakdown of society, as a result of sexual liberation, multiculturalism, 
political correctness, and a lenient governrnent. As a result, rather than accept 'soft' 
liberal solutions, neo-conservatives argue the 'adversary culture' and its representatives - 
social scientists, teachers, joumalists, and social workers - must be confronted and put in 
its place. To neo-conservatives, punitive, rather than permissive, values should be 
asserted. Neo-conservativism is essentially a more radical strain of established 
conservative ideâs. 
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social factors such as poverty, racism and unemployment. Consequently, liberals tend to 

view the state as having an obligation to enhance educationai and economic opportunities 

that may allow individuals to develop constructive lives and avoid the temptations of 

deviant and criminal activity. For liberals, therefore, social refonn "proceeds from the 

assumption that much criminal behaviour is rooted in social injustice" @id., p. 10) and 

that the individual is not solely culpable for the execution of a crirninal or deviant act, 

In contrast, neo-conservative crime proposals generally seek to strengthen the 

power of the govemrnent and of the state. Furthermore, the individual is viewed as solely 

responsible for a crime's execution. For the neo-conservative, crime is essentially a 

matter of persona1 choice. A healthy observation of and respect for rules, therefore, is 

terribly important in the neo-conservative crime control outlook. Breaking a nile is not 

only a sign of disrespect and lack of discipline but aiso an attack on the moral foundation 

of civil society. Such a transgression deserves m appropriately senous response. 

Punishment, therefore, contains a moral elernent. To neo-conservatives, crime and 

criminals are prime candidates for ideology because claimsmakers come to see 

conservative 'themes' (e.g., lack of discipline, rebelliousness, and other persona1 failings) 

in criminal incidents- These themes then allow politicians to cast an incident as an 

instance of a deeper social malaise. For example, squeegeeing as an example of teen 

rebelliousness and rejection of middle-class values. Furthermore, neo-consewatives are 

inclined to portray crime as requiring crirninal justice as opposed to social intervention. 

As a result, neo-conservative crime control advocates endorse hard control of criminal 

actors, including the expansion of law enforcement, get-tough on crime carnpaigns, and 
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preventative measures based on deterrence. In short, neo-conservatives favour 

punishment because it is perceived to deter and incapacitate, and reaff'm conservative 

social values such as respect for authority? 

For decades, politicians of al1 types have been combating street crime, vagrancy 

and general street disorder. Regardless of one's political orientation, astute political 

candidates who are in need of soft votes wodd quickly identify reducing street crime and 

increasing general public safety as a necessary campaign issue. Paradoxically, however, 

"politicians daim that they are serious about reducing street crime, but they insistently 

emphasise punishment and marginalise the social and economic prograrns that 

criminologists and criminal justice professionals alike see as essential components of 

crime prevention" (Scheingold, 1995, p. 156). Furthermore, neo-conservative politicians 

tend to become tough on the criminal rather than the crime. The advantages of using 

street crime as a platform for political purposes are clear and straightforward. As 

While the idealized liberal-conservative dichotomy is amenable to an easy and clear 
division, in reality the line of demarcation is not so smoothly drawn. While some crime 
control strategies are uniquely liberal or neo-conservative, others overlap. The preceding 
discussion of liberal and neo-conservative crime control precepts, therefore, was not 
intended to be a definitive or authoritative summary of the numerous political 
perspectives and crime control theories. It was merely designed to introduce the two 
dominant philosophies that anchor a regularly changing ideological continuum. 
Furthermore, while the liberal-conservative spectmm is perhaps a sterile political 
representation, this mode1 presents the two prominent and dominant parties represented in 
the mainstream press. While there are undoubtedly other valuable perspectives in the 
debate, they play a less prominent role. After reading several newspaper articles about 
the squeegee debate, it quickly became apparent that the neo-conservatives and liberals 
are the two dominant players and all others take a back seat. 



Scheingold explains, crime is simply too tantalisingly seductive an issue not to 

incorporate into one's political campaign: 

Valence issues..-are particularly attractive in that they unite sizeable 
majorities. The only challenge with respect to valence issues is to present 
hem in ways that work for you and against your opponent.. .Street crime 
has become a valence issue - and more. Not only is there overwhelming 
agreement that street crime should be reduced, but it has added the 
attraction of arousing strong emotions - something capable of gaining a 
firm grip on the public imagination.. .Street criminals are objectionable in 
their own right, but they also are serviceable surrogates for displacing 
other more imrnediate discontents. It is easier, in short, to criminalise the 
syrnptoms of poverty, unernployment, and homelessness than to struggle 
against the underlying causes. Finally, street crime is, according to the 
conventional wisdom, a problem for which there are simple and satisfying 
remedies (p. 156). 

A11 politicai parties are against crime. Appearing to be soft on crime, however, is often 

tantamount to automatic political defeat. Neo-conservatives argue, therefore, that the 

failure of the modem criminal justice system is partly due to 'soft' liberal approaches and 

that successful reform lies in a return to traditional conservatism. Liberals retort by 

asserting that crime may be a response to neo-conservative economic and social policies 

that disproportionately harm the underprivileged. Regardless of the modem variations 

and slight nuances that exist between the liberal-conservative dichotomy, the principles 

behind the two viewpoints remain remarkably consistent and simple. That is, neo- 

conservatives tend to support legal control and punishment of criminal actors. 

Acceptable solutions to crime would include the expansion of law enforcement, 'get- 

tough-on-crime' campaigns, and preventative measures based on deterrence. In contrast, 

liberals would be inclined to stress 'soiter', more ameliorative solutions including 

rehabilitation and better social programs. While neo-conservatives tend to turn a blind 



eye to the difficult social circumstances endured by many citizens, liberals are more 

inclined to recognise and try to ameliorate those conditions. In turn, neo-conservatives 

are prone to blame the actor, and liberah are predisposed to accept the actor and blame 

the actor's environment and social circurnstances. As Reirnan (1997) stated, the 

conventional conservative stance "to look only at individuai responsibility is to look 

away from social responsibility" (p. 157). 

When neo-conservatives discuss the causes of crime, the focal point is often the 

individual's idiosyncrasies and moral shortcomings. The people most affected by Street- 

focused, neo-conservative law enforcement policies are the poor and impoverished. For 

here is a "population without poiitical clout, with few resources to successfully defend 

against criminal charges, and a public image as a group in which crime is endemic" 

(Chambliss, 1994, p. 191). This is the effect of the political appropriation of crime by 

neo-conservatives. In an attempt to justify their exaggerated claimsmaking, politicians 

often declare they are simply responding to public demands for a crackdown. 

a. The Neo-Conse rvative "'Broken Wz 'ndows" Theovy of Crime and Publzc Dzso rder 
. . 

The role of ideology ... is to make both the definition of problems and the 
proposed solutions seem "common sense" by constructing a vocabulary, a 
set of associations and ideational links which reduce complex realities to 
unquestioned responses.. .Ontario has revitalised the dominant pre-wetfare 
state ideology of poverty and need as based on individual inadequacy 
(Momson, 1997, p. 70). 

One example of neo-conservative law and order theory, largely based on 

emotional appeal rather than empirical evidence, is the "Broken Windows" philosophy of 
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public disorder and crime. The Broken Windows hypothesis, however, assumes a 

correlation between minor disorder and serious crime. That is, boorish, threatening and 

uncivil behaviour threatens the community when it reaches a critical m a s .  This is of 

particular relevance to the Toronto squeegee kid problem because Broken Windows is a 

US.  theory imported and applied to a Canadian social problem. Broken Windows is a 

specific example of a neo-conservative theory that is designed to combine a neo- 

conservative political rationale with a law and order inspired policing technique. As 

previously mentioned, threats to the public order have aiways been constructed and 

portrayed for political purposes. Rationalising the social and economic costs of a 

stronger and more aggressive police force, however, is a thorny political issue. While no 

astute politician wants to be viewed as 'soft on crime', they also do not want to be 

portrayed as unjustifiably policing the impoverished, the destitute or even the general 

public. The Broken Windows theory of crime, however, added a theoretical justification 

for a strict monitoring and proactive intervention of al1 community members, especially 

the horneless, vagrants and anyone else that has the perceived potential to disturb the 

delicate communal balance. The Broken Windows theory is a specific example of the 

neo-conservative rationale that was irnported from the U.S. by the Ontario government to 

warrant the aggressive policing of squeegee kids. 

In 1982, James Q. Wilson and George Kelling, two prominent American scholars, 

published an article in The Atlantic Monthly that discussed police and neighbourhood 

safety. In the article, Wilson and Kelling argue that soft crimes like vandalism beget 

harder ones and thus provide a valuable intervention point for Street cops to prevent more 



serious crimes. By actively and aggressively targeting low-level acts that contribute to 

public disorder and disturbance (e-g., panhandling, squeegeeing, vagrancy, public 

urination and defecation, noise pollution, and so on), the authors present a reasonably 

convincing argument that strong-am, tough-minded tactics can quickly reduce high 

levels of fear, crime, social disorder and urban decay. 

When disorderly behaviour is unregulated and unchecked, it signals to citizens 

that the area's social controls are lax. In short, permitting disorder, or at least not 

policing it, is the first step towards a more serious crime problem. By using the analogy 

of a broken window, Wilson and Kelling describe the relationship between disorder and 

crime: 

If a window in a building is broken and is left unrepaired, al1 the rest of 
the windows will soon be broken ... One unrepaired broken window is a 
signal that no one cares, and so breaking more windows costs nothing.. .A 
stable neighbourhood of families who care for their homes, mind each 
other's children, and confidently frown on unwanted intruders can change, 
in a few years or even a few months, to an inhospitable and frightening 
jungle. A piece of property is abandoned, weeds grow up, a window is 
srnashed. Adults stop scolding rowdy children; the children, emboldened, 
become more rowdy. Families move out, unattached adults move in. 
Teenagers gather in front of the corner store. The merchant asks them to 
move; they refuse. Fights occur. Litter accumulates. People start 
drinking in front of the grocers; in time, an inebriate slumps to the 
sidewalk and is allowed to sleep it off. Pedestrians are approached by 
panhandlers (1 982, p. 3 1-32; original emphasis) . 

For Wilson and Kelling, to ignore petty disorder would be to invite more disorder and 

crime. 

The article's impact was so significant and convincing that police forces across 

the U.S. altered their policing strategies to mirror the Broken Windows theory. In FLnng 
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Broken Windows: Reston-ng Order and Reducing Crime in Our Communities, George 

Kelling and Catherine Coles (1996) document the theory's more recent applications and 

practical successes. For exarnple, New York City enacted strict legislation and policing 

tactics to combat subway disorder. Baltimore, San Francisco and Seattle also "took back 

the streets" via a rigid Broken Windows inspired order-restoration program. 

Critics, however, have accused local politicians and police forces of undeservediy 

criminalizing the status of some of capitalisms most impoverished and disadvantaged 

groups - the poor and youth. Furthemore, squeegee kids are viewed as dangerous 

because of their marginaiity and their lack of place or group membership. Despite the 

theory's apparent New York success stories. the correlation between disorder and serious 

crime remains tenuous and highly speculâtive. For a neighbourhood to degenerate into 

the crumbling community that Wilson and Kelling portray requires the virtual erosion of 

al1 informa1 and fomal social controls. Appealing to the public's fear of inevitable urban 

decay and social ruin acts as a powerful tool to Iegitimize and enact a swift response. 

The success of the Broken Windows theory lies in its appeal to common sense. Many 

fearful communities are convinced that even benign social disorder can lead to hostile 

and disorderly neighbourhoods, and an increased likelihood of crime. Minor disorders 

are said to be the prelude to serious crime "for they can help create an environment in 

which crime can flounsh" (Smith, 1994, p. 49). While there is limited evidence from the 

US .  that suggests minor Street disorder c m  lead to bigger problems such as theft, 

vandalism and drue dealing (Jarre11 and Howson, 1990), the real concern is that policies 

such as Broken Windows gives the police authority to exercise their power and discretion 



to target and harass the poor and Street people. While the punitive, emotive reaction to 

threats seems natural, it does little to diminish crime: 

Thus we see society almost helpless in the grip of the hostile attitude it has 
taken toward those who break its Iaws and contravene its institutions. 
Hostility toward the lawbreaker inevitably brings with it the attitudes of 
retribution, repression, and exclusion. These provide no principles for the 
eradication of crime, for returning the delinquent to normal social relations 
(Meade, 1918, p. 578). 

Much of the get-tough approach to crime, therefore, appears to be a political 

response to the frustration of the perceived and real threat of public disorder and 

violence. Paradoxically, this heightened concem is occuning at a time when general 

adult and youth crime rates are falling. Fuelling this mindset are several interconnected 

elements: the explosion of violent media coverage, fear-inducing political propaganda, 

and broad social anxiety. As a result of media and politician influenced public awareness 

campaigns that emphasise: (1) support for extensive law enforcement practices: (2) the 

introduction of increasingly harsher and more punitive measures: (3) the manipulation of 

the public's fear of crime; and (4) an ideological emphasis on individual responsibility, 

traditional values, morality and the sanctity of the farnily, squeegee kids have come to 

symbolise everything the neo-conservative opposes. The effect is an angry public that is 

more interested in fighting back and punishing the perceived offender than in attempting 

to rehabilitate (Brendtro and Ness, 1995).' 

' In Toronto, neo-conservative crime control theories such as Broken Windows were 
ultimately applied to the squeegee phenornenon because Mike Harris and his campaign 
advisors marketed the punitive policies as simple, common sense solutions to the 
province's problems; hence, the birth of Hams' mantra, the Common Sense Revolution. 
Throughout the 1999 re-election carnpaign, the Tories repeatedly claimed that their 



In summary, by embracing the neo-conservative theories mentioned above, a 

hostile political environment for squeegee kids and other marginalized groups was 

created. Since neo-conservative politicians govemed the squeegee controversy, this 

determined the tenor for subsequent debate. Thar is. culpability was immediately 

diverted away from the social structure and towards the individual. Yet before the 

Broken Windows theory could be introduced to the public in earnest, the public rnust be 

concemed about theû persona1 safety and persuaded that their wellbeing is at risk, 

othenvise the Broken Windows theory would not hit an emotionai chord. A moral panic 

is one exarnple of how politicians, neo-conservative or liberal, c m  stir public anxieties 

and inject ideological notions into manufactured concems about ~ a f e t y . ~  

proposals originated from Ontarians demanding radical changes to provincial criminal 
justice policies. Harris and his managers were brilliant at making neo-consemative 
ideologies appear as common sense solutions. 

The irony surrounding the squeegee dispute, get-tough responses praised by neo- 
conservatives, and crime control theories such as Broken Windows, is that fears about 
street youth have existed for more than three hundred years. Most of what we are seeing 
in Toronto is not new. As social historian Geoffrey Pearson (1983) has documented, 
concems about the breakdown in the moral fabric and rising juveniie delinquency have 
almost always focused on factors such as youth unemployment, the breakdown of farnily 
life and communal controls, a poor education system, and the availability of alcohol and 
drugs. Youths resorting to non-traditional f o m s  of self-employment to scrounge together 
a few dollars is an age-old practice for a group of people who are historically unwelcome 
and unqualified to enter the rnainstrearn job market. it is also an age-old practice to view 
young vagrants, panhandlers and street kids as criminals, organized in gangs, work-shy, 
wilfully idle and a serious threat to the state (Beier, 1974). The solutions that have been 
proposed over the past three hundred years, however, are usually the same; that is, we 
need more regulated education, firmer policing, and strict family and communal controls. 
Advocates of these punitive neo-conservative measures inevitably forget that previous 
reactionary controls have rarely, if ever, worked. Pearson argues that this amnesia exists 
because it enables law enforcernent officiais and neo-conservative politicians to trot out 
the same tired solutions while at the same tirne implementing progressively stricter crime 
control strategies. In other words, fears and anxieties about inevitable social min, as 



2. Moral Panics. and Law and Order Anxiety 

One technique in the politicians' toolbox of persuasion is to create a moral panic. 

A moral panic is a clear example of how al1 poIiticians are able to construct a social 

problern and create an atrnosphere of acceptance for a chosen political response. As 

defined by Stanley Cohen (1972) in Folk Devils and Moral Panics, a moral panic occurs 

when: 

A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become 
defined as a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in 
a stylised and stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral 
barricades are rnanned by editors, bishops, politicians and other right- 
thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and 
solutions; ways of coping are evolved or (more often) resoned to; the 
condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates and becomes more 
visible (p. 9). 

In other words, a moral panic can occur when the social and political rhetoric is notably 

out of proportion to the actual threat. Manufacturing a moral panic, therefore, is an 

effective way to artificially inflate a perceived threat so that politicians are forced (due to 

alleged public pressure) to support a variety of Law and order responses (Wilson, 1975). 

Law enforcement agencies also tend to be willing contributors in the effort to inflate 

potential threats because doing so might increase their budgets and institutional power, as 

well as strengthen their mandate. A moral panic, therefore, can legitimize strict crime 

control strategies. 

embodied in people like squeegee kids, have been harnessed specifically for ideological 
purposes. 
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Law enforcement agencies are not the soie beneficiaries of moral panics. 

Newspapers prosper from exaggerated joumalism via increased readership and 

circulation. The modem media is an integral participant in the moral panic process. 

Without a sustained barrage of television, radio, print or electronic coverage, the panic 

cannot spread to the general public. Simply put, a modem-day moral panic requires an 

eager but not necessady conspiratorial An enthusiastic media apparatus that is 

probably more concemed with sensational joumalisrn than imposing a strict crime control 

ideology is the first requirement to impart new fears on an uninformed public. Public 

perceptions of crime senousness not only increases with exposure to the news media 

(Gebotys er al.. 1984) but acts as the justification for extended state control over poor, 

urban and minority youths (McGarrell, 1989). 

Hall et al. (1978) have amply demonstrated in their groundbreaking work, 

Policing the Cnsis: M e n g ,  the State, and Law and Order, that moral panics contain an 

ideological element. In Policing the Crisis, Hall et al. argue that the threat posed by 

muggen and other Street cnminals was intentionally exaggerated in order to "legitimate a 

more coercive state role in a period of growing political, economic and racial conflict" (p. 

430). Moreover, law and order anxieties have continually resulted in a romanticization of 

the past and have provided the rationale for crime control agencies to extend their powers 

1 While the findings presented in Chapter 4 may suggest that politicians have a direct and 
influential role in writing newspaper articles or selecting which letters to the editor are 
published, the acnial relationship between politics and the media is much more subtle and 
indirect. Unfominately, examining this complex relationship is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. 



on the pretext of avoiding plummeting into social chaos (Pearson, 1983). In other words, 

manipulating fears and anxieties about inevitable social min have been harnessed 

specifically for ideological purposes (Goode and Ben-Yehuda, 1994). Hay (1995) 

suggests that moral panics are mobilised by the media selectively encoding the issue: 

Once an event is selected as newsworthy, it is reported. The event is 
socially constructed as a news item and is thus encoded ... Through this 
encoding process, preferred readings are inscribed upon the unfolding 
discourse of the event by drawing, once again selectively, upon dominant 
ideological themes prevalent and intemalised within the societal 'common 
sense' (p. 204; original emphasis) . 

Other social scientists have written extensively about how moral panics develop and 

whom they benefit. For example, Thompson (1998) reiterates Pearson's perspective that 

moral panics are not new: 

For a century and more there have been panics over crime, and the 
activities of 'youth' in particular have often been presented as potentially 
immoral and a threat to the established way of life. First jazz and then 
rock 'n' roll were said to be leading youth into promiscuity and antisocial 
behaviour. In the 1950s there was a panic about the effects on young 
people's morals of spending time in coffee bars. The 'sexual 
permissiveness' of the 1960s was believed to be having a subversive 
impact on traditionai family values and feminists were accused of being 
bra-bumers who would undermine farnily life (p. 1). 

While it is more likely that a coalition of politics, law enforcement and mass media 

interests generate a moral panic, the instinctive response to reducing crime has been 

remarkably consistent; expansion of the crime control industry. Yet as Chambliss (1995) 

explains. this proposed solution has repeatedly proven to be the least effective method of 

dealing with the problem: 

The criminal justice systern is demonstrably the least effective and 
arguably the most counterproductive of al1 social policies designed to 



reduce crime.. .The criminal justice system as a means of coping with the 
problem is an utter failure. It is the one institution that receives more 
public funding the more it fails. It is as though a university managed to 
take literate students in as freshrnan and graduated illiterates four years 
later, but was able to convince a gullible public that this was because it did 
not have enough money (p. 255). 

Not only is throwing money toward the criminal justice systern an ineffective solution but 

segregating young people away from the community creates a greater risk of long-term 

social disorder since "a society can control effectively only those who perceive 

themselves to be members of it" (Young, 1971, p. 39)- 

e RoCe O "f the Media in Gene allv-Based Moral Panics 

Media of ail kinds are the forum by which politicians and others can promote and 

disseminate their opinions about social and political matters. Since modern newspapers 

play such an influential role in creating public awareness and perceptions of social 

problems, researchers have frequently analysed the process by which crime is depicted in 

news (Barak, 1994; Cohen and Young, 1973; Ericson et al., 1991; Howitt, 1998; 

Schlesinger and Tumber, 1994). Barak (1994), for example, states that: 

A primâry objective of newsmaking criminology, then, is to expose the 
underlying cultural and political-economic nature of the crime problem, 
and to draw the necessary connections between this naturc and the way in 
which crime is defined as a particular type of individual pathology or 
social problem (p. 20-21). 

Others have discussed how crime news is socidly constructed, and riddled with bias and 

ideological purpose (Hackett, 1995; Hall et al., 1978; Lee and Solomon. 1990; Osborne 

et al., 1992). Although people's understandings of crime are shaped by their actual 



experience, media messages are a key to how the public perceives criminal behaviour. 

For example, some argue that the pubiic's heightened fear of crime is partly attributable 

to the movie and television industries' insatiable desire for violent sexual progrmming 

(Howitt, 1998). 

While the coverage of "real crime" stories may capture an important dimension of 

criminality in Our society, "they fail miserably to cornmunicate any sense of the causes of 

crime, and they mistakenly imply that the resolution of criiïtinality and related social 

problems remains within the reach of law enforcement" (Barak, 1994, p. 24). As  

Rapping (1992) argues, the rneaning of these re-created "real-life crimes" is perfectly 

clear: 

Whether pushing a simple law-and-order iine o r  conjuring up worlds of 
supematural occult phenornena or wholesale degeneracy and corruption, 
they all, in their own weird ways, have a common underlying message: 
The world is out of control; we are at the mercy of irrational forces, or 
deranged, sex- and drug-crazed cnminals, of heroes and leaders who are 
degenerate, compt, and powerless against their own imer demons and 
outer temptations - Cal1 the police! (p. 36). 

Does the news media objectively present an accurate and unbiased portrayal of the 

world? While one side sees the media as a comprehensive and objective monitor of the 

real world (McQuail, 1986), others (McCormick, 1995; Osborne et al., 1992; Schissel, 

1997) recognize that the media has its own values: 

News organizations have their own value systems and act either as a filter 
which selects out certain parts of expenence to the exclusion of others, or 
as a trick mirror, reflecting a distorted image of what should be approved, 
condemned, o r  even suppressed (Osborne er al., 1992, p. 83). 
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It is also argued that the news media conceal the tmth by propagandizing in the service of 

others, namely the elite and multinational corporate interests (Herman and Chomsky, 

1988). Examining how the media represents crime has long been a popular enterprise for 

academics (Barak, 1994; Brownstein, 1995; Encson et al., 1991; Howitt, 1998; Welch et 

al,, 1997). 

Regardless of the theoretical orientation, many scholars acknowledge that over 

the past thirty years the media's influence over the public has increased tremendously 

(Barak, 1994; Schlesinger and Tumber, 1994; Potter and Kappeler, 1998). The central 

tenet of this literature is that the media is a major force in society and is a primary engine 

in the social construction of reality. How the squeegee kid phenomenon is 

conceptualized in the newspaper coverage, therefore, is essentid in understanding why 

the authorities resorted to strict measures, and how crime control ideologies are frarned, 

developed and supported by neo-conservative political opinions. The fact remains that 

al1 media have become a significant social factor by "conveying thematic messages and 

lessons about whom to emulate and fear in society, what the basic causes of crime are, 

and how crime should be fought" (Surette, 1998, p. 37). What rernains somewhat 

unclear, however, is the media's role in applying political ideologies to criminal conduct 

to rationalize a particular state or police response. 

Given Our increasing exposure to al1 forms of media, extensive media coverage of 

crime could create a distorted view of crime, victims, and the levei of safety on Our 

streets. If people are inundated with stories about abductions of children from 

playgrounds, assaults on elderly couples, drug deals gone bad, and biker gangs 
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controlling local businesses, the public and politicians may form a distorted view about 

crime and victims. As a result, they may also advocate law and order policies that appear 

to respond to their media arnplified anxieties. To ven@ this statement, one need look no 

further than statistics on the public perceptions of crime. 

In July 1999, Canada achieved its lowest crime rate in 20 years (Toronto Star, 

July 22, 1999, p. Al). In 1998, the country's crime rate dropped 4.1 per cent from the 

previous year, the seventh consecutive year it has failen. Since 1991, the crime rate has 

dropped 21.7 per cent. Toronto had the biggest drop of any major metropolitan area in 

Canada, with its crime rate down 11 per cent. According to 1998 figures, Toronto was 

the second safest city in Canada with a crime rate of 5,839 per 100,000 people that was 

beaten only by Quebec City. Yet despite the record low Ievels of crime, the public 

perception of crime remains stubbomly high and Canada remains the highest incarcerator 

of troubled youth. As Rosemary Gardner, a University of Toronto criminology professor 

explains, "People's perception and fear of crime is not affected by stats, it's affected by 

the media, what they read in the newspaper every day, see on TV, and the political 

discussions going on around them" (Globe and Mail. July 22, 1998, p. A4). 

This thesis operates on the assumption that the relationship between the m a s  

media, politicians and criminal justice policy is a key factor in contemporary justice 

policy formation. One can understand the formation of criminal justice policy by 

examining the media-politician relationship and the manner in which social reality is 

created and portrayed in the press. As Surette (1996) explains: 



The concern is that the visual, visceral, electronic media have sped up 
development, deliberation, and consideration process for policy to such an 
extent that criminal justice policy is formed and passed before the 
implications and ramifications are known, much less 
considered ... contemporary criminal justice policy will more often be 
based on raw, emotionally driven opinion (p. 198-199). 

While moral panics in the pre-mass communications era were rare, moral panics in the 

world of multimedia have become commonplace. Rather than referring to a moral panic 

as an unintended outcome of journalistic practice, present day moral panics have become 

"the way in which daily events are brought to the attention of the public" (McRobbie and 

Thornton, 1995, p. 560). In short. moral panics have now become a journalistic and 

political necessity and a powerful means to alter public policy in favour of the 

clairnsmakers. 

Summarv 
Each of the above three topics discusses the social construction process. 

Understanding how political ideology influences the tone and identification of issues is 

critical to assess how certain issues are f r m e d  and, in tum, why distinct responses fiow 

from divergent political perspectives. The Broken Windows theory of crime is a clear 

example of a particdar neo-conservative theory and how a particular ideology c m  

dramatically influence law enforcement policies. Moral panics are important to the 

squeegee phenornenon because by exaggerating a perceived public order threat, 

politicians are able to generate a public response that supports a particular political policy 

response and value system. The mediz are essential for a successful social construction 
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because they are an active parmer in the process of amplification and promotion of a 

moral panic. Simply put, the media is in the moral panic creation and delivery business. 

Collectively, the above three topics are meant to provide a better understanding of how 

al1 types of issues can become political problems if the right techniques are employed. 



Tnis thesis examines several aspects of the squeegee media coverage that was 

published between August 1995 and December 1998. This was accomplished by 

conducting a content analysis of newspaper articles from three Toronto newspapers. 

Since media portrayals play a critical role in understanding how public problems become 

political issues, it is important to examine how newspaper articles may contriiute to the 

public discussion and political debate. In particular, newspaper accounts provide an ideal 

forum in which private troubles are selectively gathered up, injected with a broader 

meaning, and made available for mass public consumption. The emergence and creation 

of crime and social problems, therefore, can be easily traced via newspaper articles 

because newspapers play a critical role in legitimating some views and marginalising 

others. Since the press has both the motivation and the capacity to form a moral panic, it 

was appropriate to examine the role of newspapers in the unfolding of concems 

surrounding the growing presence of squeegee kids in Ontario. For the purposes of this 

thesis it is assumed that incidents are not simply reported but injected with culturally 

powerful news themes. Furthemore, since newspaper articles provide a tangible data set 

to work from and are already part of the public record, they c m  be easily acquireci and 

incorporated into an academic study. Content analysis of the squeegee coverage in three 

Toronto newspapers allowed an analysis of the politicaily constnxcted characterisation 

and portrayal of squeegee kids as a law and order problem. 
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. rn~utensed Content Analvszs: N m  .  L LIST^ 

Content analysis was chosen because in order to understand how a social problem 

is constructed in the media it is essential to demonstrate how issues become prominent in 

political debate. Content analysis was also chosen because it was the best research 

technique that would permit a variety of issues to be examined and compared. In its 

simplest form, content analysis would enable simple word or theme counts to be 

performed. More ambitiously, content analysis would aiiow the researcher to easily 

identify and compare numerous themes. Modem cornputer-based content analysis tools 

manage large data documents, such as newspaper articles, with such ease that within 

seconds of performing a text search, new themes, ideas and categories emerge from the 

data set. Content analysis is above al1 designed to ask questions, then build and test those 

theories. Its diverse procedures allow the researcher to search for patterns, clarify ideas, 

discover themes, generate reports with statistical summaries, and to manage a large 

volume of text in an orderly and efficient mamer. 

A cornputer assisted content/discourse analysis program, called QSR NUD*IST4, 

was used to facilitate the management and analysis of the massive volume of articles. 

NUD*IST4, an acronym for Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and 

Theorising, was designed by two Australian sociologists to automate the tedious 

paperwork and facilitate searches of text that was previously performed by painstaking 

colour coding of keywords, sentences and themes. In the very sirnplest terms, NUD*PST 

offers the researcher ways to organise complex qualitative data by categorising it, either 

in demographic, conceptuai or thematic terms in a hierarchical filing or indexing system. 
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More than anything else, NUD*IST is a method of organising coded references to data to 

facilitate in-depth examination and testing of possible theories and emerging themes. A 

cornputer-assisted content analysis was particularly useful because, among other tasks, it 

permitted a quick text search and helped to perform complicated textual searches across 

themes. Although not intended to be a replacement for traditional data analysis and 

coding, NUD*IST is a significant improvement upon earlier content analysis techniques. 

While much of the traditional (Le., paper-based) content analysis functions have been 

automated by NUD*IST, the computer software does not perfom any task without the 

users explicit instructions. Regardless of the methodological tool (Le., paper or 

computer), the researcher rnust continue to formulate categories and analyze the data; the 

computer does not do it for you. Coding keywords or phrases on the computer still 

requires reading al1 of the articles and highlighting or coding the appropriate sections. 

The fundamental techniques used on the cornputer are still similar to paper-based content 

analysis research. Basically, a computer program is more desirable because it facilitates 

the storage and retrieval of the themes and phrases that are being examined. 

News~aper Data S d  

The selection of the Toronto Star, The Globe and Mail, and the Toronto Sun was 

based on three considerations. First, they are al1 Toronto-based newspapers and serve the 

same geographical area (with the partial exception of the nationally distributed but 

Toronto focussed Globe and Mail), thereby allowing the possibility of exarnining the 

extent to which their coverage differs. Secondly, although squeegee kids have surfaced 
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in other Canadian cities, Toronto is of greater interest because officials there explicitly 

and deliberately irnported the Broken Windows theory of crime to Ontario's capital. 

Third, the scope of the squeegee problem in Toronto was unprecedented compared to 

O ther Canadian cities. 

The Canadian News Disc, a CD-ROM database of Canadian newspapers, was 

used to acquire electronic copies of d l  Toronto Star and Toronto Sun newspaper articles. 

The Globe and Mail distributes a similar but separate CD-ROM. Each newspaper was 

searched for any articles that contain the keyword 'squeegee'. Over six hundred articles 

were retrieved from the three newspapers. Any article not dealing prfrncriZy and 

specijkally with the squeegee debate was discarded. For example. some of the excluded 

articles included sports features that contained the word 'squeegee' but discussed car 

racing as its principle theme. The sample of media discourse created for this study, 

therefore, was reduced to 366 newspaper articles on the squeegee phenomenon. See 

Table 3.1 below for a breakdown of the search results by newspaper and year. While it is 

possible that the increase in reporting from 1995-1998 represented an actual upsurge in 

criminal incidents involving squeegee kids, it also seemed likely that the reporting 

represented an exaggeration of a relatively trivial phenomenon. These numbers offered, 

therefore, a classic case study of a moral panic. Each article was saved in electronic 

format then imported into the NUD*IST program for coding and analysis. The articles 

appeared in the three newspapers during a 40-month period between August 4, 1995 and 

December 23, 1998. In order to get a basic understanding of the search results from Table 

3.1, a bnef profile of each newspaper is discussed below. 



Table 3.1 
Canadian News Disc and Globe and Muil CD-Rom Search Results 

for the word 'squeegee' 

Q. Globe and M d  

The Royal Commission on Newspapers (R.C.N., 1981) identifies the Globe and 

Mail as a national broadsheet newspaper. The Globe and Mail is considered to be at the 

quality end of the newspaper continuum and is widely recognised as an agenda setting 

journal. The Globe and Mail caters to the 'elite' (Le., policymakers, politicians, 

businesspersons, executives, etc.). Its coverage tends to concentrate on business and 

economic issues, international affairs, and national politics. The Globe has ci reputation 

for being the most economically, politically and socially conservative of the three 

newspapers. Due to their national focus, the Globe and Mail rarely covers issues that are 

not of national concem. This practice would explain the relatively fewer articles 

published about squeegee kids; an issue perceived as prirnarily a Toronto-based 

phenornenon. The Globe and Mail publishes Monday to Saturday and its total weekly 

paid circulation is about 315,200 (Gale Directory of Publications and Broadcasr Media, 

1999). 
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In contrast, the Toronto S m  occupies the opposite end of the newspaper 

continuum. The Toronto Sun is a 'popular' newspaper published in tabloid format. The 

Toronto Sun is the most sensationalistic of the three newspapers and tends to cover local 

issues in a lively, highly entertaining, reveal-all-details-no-matter-how-gory style. Its 

columns and editorials are highly opinionated and the news is brie€ but revealing. The 

Toronto Sun publishes Monday to Sunday and its total weekly circulation is 

approximately 837,902 @id-). 

ç. Toronto Star 

The Toronto Star is Canada's most widely read newspaper but with a focus on 

more regional and rnetropolitan issues than the Globe and  Mail. Although read across 

the country, its national influence rests more with the fact that its materials are widely 

syndicated (R.C.N., 1981). The Toronto Star is also a broadsheet paper but its content 

falls somewhere in between the quality Globe and Mail and popular Toronto Sun. The 

Srar's blending of popular and quality, therefore, holds a broader appeal than the other 

two newspapers. The Star offers a mixture of conservative and liberal viewpoints on 

most matters. The Toronto Star publishes Monday to Sunday and its total weekly 

circulation is around 1,618,886 (Gale Directory of Publications and Broadcast Media, 

1999). 
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C o d z n ~  - Document Attdufes 

Al1 newspaper articles were assigned various attributes to facilitate analysis. 

Articles were coded by: author, page number, date of publication, tone towards squeegee 

kids (positive, negative, neutral), article type (news/feature, column, editonal, letter to the 

editor), word count, newspaper (Globe and Mail, Toronto Sun, Toronto Star), references 

to New York or USA (Yes or No), references to Broken Windows (Yes or No), and how 

the article portrayed the squeegee issue (as a criminalllegal, social. socio-legal or moral 

problem). Article tone was detennined by assessing whether the articles' message 

expressed a positive, negative or neutral stance towards squeegee kids and their trade. 

Determining how the article portrayed the squeegee issue was equally subjective. 

Analvtic Ebernes 

Al1 newspaper articles were examined for the following three themes (each theme is 

discussed in a separate chapter below): 

Presentation Metaphon and Impacts: a presentation rnetaphor is a phrase 
or terni that describes squeegee kids' lifestyle, character, persona1 
appearance or conduc t. The impact section examines statements that 
indicate how squeegee kid media coverage has influenced drivers' 
attitudes, people's sense of safety, Torontonians quality of life, tourism, 
downtown aesthetics, and so on. 
Causes: examines the various neo-consemative causes that are attributed 
to the growing squeegee population. 
Polirical and Legal Responses: examines statements that express the types 
of neo-conservative political and policy responses proposed to control and 
prevent the squeegee issue. 
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Every statement or phrase that addressed one of the three themes was coded, categorised 

and filed into an indexing system. Because the squeegee debate in the popular press was 

largely a product of contributions from rnainstream actors (lawyers, politicians, city 

officials, and so on), it quickly became apparent that the discussion was almost always 

approached from a relatively consistent perspective; that is, most if not all articles tended 

to frame the issue in ideologically predictable terms. For example, when discussing the 

various causes of the nse of the nurnber of squeegee kids on Toronto's streets, 

commentators statements fell into one of two broad political camps, neo-consemative or 

liberal. Neo-conservatives would attribute their growing presence to the inefficiencies 

and inadequate resources of the criminal justice system. In contrat, liberal-minded 

contributors were much more Iikely to point to blocked social and economic 

opportunities such as poverty, poor education, bad housing, unemployment and 

discrimination as possible explanations. 

Consequently, al1 statements, phrases and metaphors that address the three themes 

were categorised as prototypical exarnples of either a liberal or neo-conservative outlook. 

These two mainstream political orientations have been chosen because they address 

issues in ways that best represent the primary aspects of the media debate and describe 

the social and political context surrounding the squeegee problem. Using these political 

categories, however, does not presuppose that the squeegee issue necessarily falls in a 

tidy liberal-conservative dichotomy. The two ideological categories are intended to be a 

starting-point for investigation and analysis. These categones have been chosen because 

they describe the stance of the actual political parties that are primarily involved in the 



public debate about squeegee kids. While the conservative-liberal dichotomy may 

anaiytically crude, this classification simply categorises the main poIitical arguments 

made in the newspaper articles into manageable and recognisable political positions. It is 

also an established research practice to define the scope of public debates to a Iimited 

political spectrum: 

Public policy debates are presented in narrow, predictable tems,  not 
because these t ems  are useful or redistic ways to understand what is 
going on, but because they reflect the values and beliefs that [Canada] is 
thought to stand for (Bennett, 1988, p. 17). 

While lumping al1 statements into two principal political categories may be simplistic, 

formulating multiple political groupings would be making a relatively simple discussion 

unnecessarily complex. 

The focus of this thesis is primarily on neo-conservaiive methods of constmcting 

a law and order problem and how specific themes are emphasised by neo-conservative 

politicians in order to generate widespread anti-squeegee sentiments and policies. Liberal 

coverage and explanations will be used for contrasting purposes in order to clarify how 

and why neo-conservatives focus on specific media themes. As a result, the four 

analytical chapters that follow focus on the presentation metaphors, causes and responses 

used by neo-conservatives that are designed to construct a law and order problem that 

complements their favoured crime control policies. 



Chapter 5 examines how neo-conservatives portrayed squeegee kids' Iifestyles, 

character and personal appearance, and explains why it was essential to neo- 

conservatives' strategy that they be depicted as outcasts, misfits, and thugs. Content 

analysis perrnitted a systematic examination of the frequency with which certain themes, 

words and metaphors appeared in the text. The computensed content analysis software 

heIped in identifying how often squeegee kids were referred to, for example, as 

entrepreneurs, extortionists, victims of the modem job market or drug users. Presentation 

metaphors are important because one must understand how neo-conservative 

ctaimsmakers portrayed squeegee kids' general character, comportment and demeanour. 

How squeegee kids are descnbed has the potential to set the tenor and direction of future 

discussion, as welf as dramatically influence which responses are deemed most effective. 

Since viewing squeegee kids as deviants, abnormal, dirty or uncivil could facilitate and 

justify implementing strong neo-conservative tactics, this chapter examines whether 

squeegee kids are portrayed favourably or unfavourably. As a result, presentation 

metaphors were categonsed as 'positive' if statements either condoned or rationalised 

their behaviour, appearance, conduct, or lifestyle, and 'negative' if it was condemned or 

problematised. For a more detailed breakdown of the various presentation metaphors, see 

Appendix B (Coding Guide). 

If the public's and politicians' responses to the squeegee phenornenon are to be 

evaluated, one must also understand the effects and impact that squeegee kids have on 

people's sense of safety, tourkm and downtown aesthetics. Are squeegee kids viewed as 
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a threat to a person's safety or a traffic nuisance? If they are a social problern, is it 

portrayed as a legal, moral or criminal issue? If people consider squeegee kids a critical 

and formidable threat to their personal safety then a severe response may be warranted. 

If, however. squeegee !cids are portrayed as a nuisance instead of a threat then a harsh 

response may be less justified. To comprehend the appropriateness of the favoured neo- 

conservative responses, the effects of squeegee kids on the broader social environment 

were exarnined. 

2 F A h u s B  

Chapter 6 identifies the various causes that neo-conservatives typically attribue to 

the growing squeegee population. This chapter further examines how neo-conservatives 

focussed their attention on squeegee kids themselves rather than the squeegee trade or 

social factors that may have compelled kids to squeegee. Computensed content analysis 

permitted an examination of the various causes neo-conservatives attribute to the growth 

of squeegee kids. 

Statements were examined for the emphasis they placed on structural (liberal) or 

individual (neo-consemative) explanations for becoming involved in the squeegee trade. 

That is, do people blame the faltering economy, youth unemployrnent, bad parenting, 

wayward youth, poverty, or an overly generous welfare state for the expansion of the 

squeegee trade? If the newspapers were promoting a neo-conservative law and order 

agenda, then it was expected that the individual and the family. and not social or 

economic conditions, would be blamed for the growth of crime and disorder. In contras<, 
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more liberal commentators would likely have pointed to structural causes for the growing 

presence of squeegee kids. Al1 statements, therefore, that discussed the causes attributed 

to the growing number of squeegee kids on Toronto streets were classified in one of two 

ways: neo-conservative or Liberal. 

For ease of discussion, neo-consewative staternents were classified in one of two 

categories: Social Control Failure and Social Control Breakdown. The Social Control 

Failure frarne attributes the growing number of squeegee kids to the collapse of the 

fomal agencies of social control. The Social Control Failure frame has two sub-frames 

(Leniency and Inefficiency) that specify the nature of the cnminal justice systems 

failings. In contrast, the Social Control Breakdown schema attributes the rise of 

squeegeeing to informal agencies of social control. See Appendix B (Coding Guide) for 

a detailed breakdown of typical neo-conservative and liberal statements. 

3 P o h m ~ l  and Legel Responses 
* .  

Chapter 7 examines the various political responses to the squeegee problem that 

are favoured by neo-conservatives. Since the ultimate goal of a social construction is to 

influence policy, this chapter determines whether the efforts by neo-conservatives to 

condemn squeegee kids have translated into their desired responses (Le., stronger powers 

to arrest, stiffer fines and sentences, new vagrancy laws, and so on). Given the findings 

concerning presentation metaphors and causes, it is important to assess whether neo- 

conservatives' efforts to influence social justice policy are explicit and effective. That is, 

what types of prescriptive responses flow from portraying squeegee kids in a negative 
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light? This chapter illustrates the policy effects that are favoured as a result of portraying 

squeegee kids unfavourably. For a more detailed breakdown of typical neo-consewative 

responses, see Appendix B (Coding Guide). 



Since the first squeegee related atticle appeared in the Toronto Sun on August 4, 

1995, joumalists have devoted an increasing arnount of print space to the topic. Although 

the three newspapers collectively published only 3 squeegee articles in 1995, within a 

year coverage had increased tenfold. In 1997 coverage tripled over the previous year, 

and in 1998, coverage grew an additionai 2.5 times. In total, the three newspapers 

published 366 squeegee articles over a 40-month time frarne from Aups t  1995 to 

December 1998 (see Table 4.1). The rapidly expanding coverage is consistent with the 

moral panic rnodel. 

Table 4.1 
Canadian News Disc and Globe and Mail CD-Rom Search Resuits 

for the word 'Squeegee' 

Of the 366 articles examïned, 8% (n=30) were published in the Globe and Mail, 41% 

(n=149) in the Toronto Star, and 5 1% (n=187) in the Toronto Sun (see Table 4.1). These 

numbers are not surprising considering the Sun's preference for sensationdistic, incident 

driven local news. In contrast, most articles in the agenda setting Globe and Mail were 

analytical in nature and focused on the policy implications and debate surrounding 

squeegee kids. Occupying the middle ground was the Toronto Star. Their coverage 

offered a mixture of conflict driven stories tempered by social and political analysis. 



Squeegee stories were also highly seasonal; that is, the vast majority of articles 

were published in the summer months (see Graph 4.1). From September through May 

there was a steady but unremarkable number of squeegee stories published; an average of 

only 11 stones were published per month from September through May. The average 

nurnber of articles per month for June through August, however, skyrocketed to 88. 

During this three-month sumrner span, there were more than 2.5 times the number of 

articles published than the rest of the year combined (June - August = 265; September - 

May = 101). 

Graph 4.1 
Squeegee Articles by Month, f99S-l998 

n=366 
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While squeegeeing is more noticeable, and probably more lucrative during the 

summer rnonths, it remains unclear whether the increased newspaper coverage is due to 

political, police, public or media pressures. This increased concentration of stones 

published in the summer months could also be attributed to other causes, including better 

weather for squeegeeing or simply the surnmer holidays. Others claim that squeegeeing 

increases from June through August because high school youth were unable or chose not 



to find conventional work. Joel Best (1999) argues that the media intentionally seek 

social problems stories during the slow surnmer news months: 

Journalistic folklore speaks of summer 'dog days' and the silly season 
when news is slow, reporters must look harder for stories, and marginal 
stones are more likely to receive coverage. It may well be easier to gain 
coverage for social-problems claimsmaking during the 
summer.. .Claimsmakers must compete for media attention but, to the 
degree that this competition is seasonal, there may be periods when 
relatively weak ciaims can nse to visibility (p. 234). 

Best suggests, therefore, that the increased coverage could be substantively unwarranted. 

That is, squeegee kids and their piight could be undeserving of such concentrated 

attention but slow summer months demand that news be fabricated, exaggerated or 

actively sought rather than covered. Regardless of the cause, squeegee coverage peaks 

during the summer months and quickly declines at the end of August. 

Arne 

Al1 newspaper articles were classified as a newdfeature, editorial, column, or 

letter to the editor. Newdfeatures were articles dealing with a specific or generai aspect 

of the squeegee phenornenon. For exarnple, profiles of squeegee kids, news about the 

latest incident between police and squeegee kids, or articles announcing the most recent 

crackdown on the windshield washing trade. Editorials were articles where the 

newspaper editor or hisher editorial staff expressed their opinion on a certain issue. 

Letters to the editor were articles authored by readers that offer comrnentary or response. 

Columns were articles where an identified joumalist comments on a specific incident or 

issue. 



Graph 4.2 
Articles by Type 

n=366 
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Of the 366 newspaper articles in the data set, 47% were newdfeatures (n=173), 

30% were Letters to the Editor (n=1 IO), 17% were columns (n=61), and 6% were 

editorials (n=22; see Graph 4.2). A law and order issue, such as the metro-Toronto 

squeegee debate, allows joumalists an ideal opportunity to examine the various players in 

the debate. This format allows journalists to tease out al1 the varied and intriguing story 

lines and describe the ongoing developments between the police, squeegee kids, 

politicians, drivers, business owners, social activis ts, city council, and details regarding 

the most recent police crackdown. Not surprisingly, therefore, 47% of the articles 

published were news/features. 

Perhaps the least surprising of these numbers is the iimited editorial space. In al1 

three newspapers, only 6% of the published articles on the squeegee phenomenon are 

editorials. While the squeegee phenomenon supplies a recipe for sensational newspaper 

coverage, its actuai discussion on the editorial pages barely registers as an issue on the 

journalistic barorneter. Considering that editorial topics tend to be reserved to political or 

econornic subjects, it is not surprising that the editorial staff paid liale attention to this 

social matter. Although the squeegee story received extensive press coverage in 
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columns, letters to the editor, and newslfeatures, it was given little attention in the pages 

where the public f ight to influence policy is waged - the editorials. The lack of editorial 

coverage suggests that the squeegee issue was less a subject to be debated between 

opposing parties than a Conservative campaigri that needed to be peddled to the public, 

Author and Article LengUr 

There were a variety of contributors that covered the squeegee issue. In total, 

there were 236 authors or contributors for 366 articles. The number of the authors varied 

considerably because the squeegee debate included joumalists who covered various beats 

ranging from Queen's Park, to crime and justice correspondents, provincial and 

municipal politics, as well as the city section. The sheer breadth of the writers' various 

areas of expertise suggests that the squeegee issue goes well beyond the confines of a law 

and order issue. Despite a wide range of journalists writing about the squeegee issue, 

most articles tended to approach the squeegee issue in a similar fashion; that is, as a 

crime problem (see Social Construction Themes, below). 

While the Globe and Mail published fewer articles than the other two papers, on 

average they were of longer length. The average number of words per story in the Globe 

and Mail was 572. In contrast, the Sun and the Star only printed stones an average of 

367 and 520 words, respectively (see Graph 4.3). Column length for al1 three newspapers 

averaged 750 words per seory compared to 491 for newslfeatures, 441 for editorials and 

209 for Letters to the Editor. While the Globe and Mail published the longest columns 

(861 wordshtory), newsKeatures (805)- letters to the editor (194) and editorials (639), the 
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Toronto Sun published the shortest columns (685 words/story), newslfeatures (386) and 

letters to the editor (152) of d l  three newspapers. With the sole exception of publishing 

the shortest editorials (317 wordslstory), the Toronto Star's columns, newdfeatures, and 

letters to the editor fell short of the lengthier Globe articles but were longer than the those 

published by the tabloid Toronto Star (see Graph 4.4). 

Graph 4.3 
Average Number of WordsIArticle by Newspaper 

Globe and Mail Star Sun 

Graph 4.4 
Length of Article Type by Newspaper 
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Tone 

Although determining an article's tone is not intended to act as a measuring stick 

of the entire data set, it was helpful to devise a measure thar might provide a glimpse at 

the overall tone of the coverage. For that reason, each newspaper article was coded by its 
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tone or general sentiment towards squeegee kids and the squeegee phenornenon- Articles 

expressed either a positive, negative or neutral tone. An article coded as positive was 

fundamentally supportive of squeegee kids and the right to ply their trade. A negative 

article was coded as such if it was principally critical of squeegee kids or their trade. 

Neutra1 articles were those that offered a more balanced opinion of the squeegee trade 

and was neither supportive nor critical. Of the 366 articles, only 19% (n=71) were 

considered positive, 26% (n=94) were neutral and 55% (n=201) were negative (see Graph 

4.5). These results are not unexpected considering that folk devils are almost always 

vilified by the press. Although it is impossible to ascertain that the volume and [one of 

the newspaper articles played any role in influencing the public's or the readers' opinion, 

it is hard not to assume that it rnay have had some intended effect. 

Graph 4.5 
Articles by Tone 

n=366 
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Predictably, articles in the conservative Toronto Sun were also much more likely to 

critical than in the Globe and Mail or the liberal Star. Of the articles published by the 

Sun, 67% (n=125) were negative, compared to only 42% for the Star (n=63) and 42% for 

the Globe (n=13) (see Graph 4.6). The Globe offered the most "positive" coverage at 

32% (n=10), while only 16% (n=29) of the Sun's and 22% of the Star's articles offered 

supportive comments about squeegee kids. 



Graph 4.6 
Tone of Articles by Newspaper 
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More than one-third (n=54) of the Star's coverage was neutral in tone, while 26% 

I -1 O ~ e ~ a t i v e  . Positive Neutra1 1 

(n=8) of the Globe and Mail and only 17% of the Sun's articles offered an ideologically 

balanced perspective. In contrast. the Toronto Srar s e ~ e d  u p  as much negative coverage 

as the Globe but more neutral coverage than either the Globe or the Star. Regardless of 

what type of article was read, a reader was more likely to browse articles that were 

overwhelmingly critical of squeegee kids andor their trade. In fact, between 44%-62% 

of al1 colurnns, newdfeatures, letters to the editor and editorials were negative in tone. 

Only 9% of al1 newdfeanires were positive, while 62% of them were negative. Almost 

half (49%) of d l  letters to the editor and nearly two-thirds (59%) of a11 editorials were 

also negative. Clearly, squeegee kids were neither popular nor supported by the vast 

majority of contributors to the three oewspapers. 
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U. S. Broken Windo ws Re ference 

Given that the Ontario goverment expressed such an active interest in the New 

York-style Broken Windows approach to crime, articles were aIso reviewed for any 

reference or mention of Broken Windows policing and US.-style responses. Of the 366 

articles, 24% (n=88) included explicit references to the Broken Windows theory of crime 

and U.S. responses to squeegeeing- Again, this finding is not surprishg given Ontario's 

effort to leam about and adopt responses similar to those employed in the United States. 

Social Construction l7wnes 

Al1 articles were coded according to their general theme. Forty percent of articles 

approached the squeegee issue €rom a legal or criminal viewpoint. Thirty-one per cent 

discussed the squeegee issue from a social perspective. Fifteen percent analysed the 

squeegee issue €rom a socio-legaI perspective and fourteen percent examined it from a 

moral viewpoint (see Graph 4.7 for cornparison of issues by newspaper). 

Graph 4.7 
Issues by Newspaper 
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Incorne 

There has been widespread discussion about how rnuch money squeegee kids 

make per day or per hour. Numerous articles have claimed, some of them quoting 

squeegee kids, that they can earn upwards of $27,000 per year, tax free. Others have 

calculated that squeegee kids earn anywhere between $7 and $25 per hour, or between 

$30 and $200 per day. While only twenty-two articles offered weak estimates of 

squeegee kids' incomes (no one has conducted a reliable study of squeegee kids' actual 

income), this aspect of the debate resulted in an angry backlash against squeegee kids and 

their trade. Curiously, when some joumalists worked as squeegee kids for the day, they 

could barely muster $10 for a half-day's work. These claims have sometimes resulted in 

angry letters to the editor stating that the only solution to the squeegee problem is to tax 

their income, others authors have contemplated, sornewhat facetiously, quitting their 

summer job and working downtown intersections. While not al1 of the 22 articles that 

discuss income actually mention a dollar figure, they clearly daim that squeegeeing can 

be a highly lucrative job without the accompanying white collar hassles (Le., a boss, 

small office space, fixed hours). 

Summan> 

These findings provide a glimpse into general trends and frequencies that 

emerged from the newspaper data set. As is apparent, the media coverage of the 

squeegee issue exploded over a very short period of time. Within two years of their 
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arriva1 on Toronto streets, squeegee kids were discussed extensively in the press, 

harangued by politicians, and generally portrayed as a potentially serious menace to 

society. Overall, the coverage was overwhelmingly anti-squeegee particulôrly in the 

conservative Sun newspaper. In fact, less than 20% of the total coverage could be 

considered positive or pro-squeegee (see Graph 4.5). While this chapter has illustrated in 

a quantitative fashion that the general sentiment towards squeegee kids is 

disproportionately negative, the next three chapters will demonstrate precisely how neo- 

conservative claimsmakers portrayed squeegee kids in order to transform a social issue 

into a law and order problem. 



How neo-conservatives describe squeegee kids is essential to understanding the 

nature of the debate. For social constnictionists, the label that is applied to a person or 

group of people is critical because meaningful patterns of word choices contain implicit 

and significant messages (Barak, 1994). Though the term 'squeegee kid' was barely part 

of mainstream Canadian vocabulary in 1995, by mid-1996 it managed to gain common 

currency and was incorporated into the Canadian lexicon. By 1998, the term 'squeegee 

kid' was so prevalent that it Iikely conjured up a public image of a scraggly, dirty, 

dishevelled youth. Examining what t ems  joumalists and politicians use to describe 

'squeegee kids', therefore, can help contextualize how they are portrayed and discussed, 

and in tum how they are dealt with. This chapter discusses some of the typical 

presentation metaphors and themes that were used by neo-conservatives in order to 

generate anti-squeegee kid sentiments. 

How squeegee kids are characterised is important because a label has the potentid 

to type their character. Once a label becomes dominant, people tend to develop a set of 

expectations that govem behaviour and attitudes towards that person or group. That is, a 

person's schema can help us determine or explain how squeegee kids behave, dress, talk 

or work. As Potter (1998) explains, schemas should be seen as knowledge structures rhat 

are sets of facts that allow us to organise the information we hold in our minds: 



The media deal in stock characters (Le., stereotypes) that we can easily 
recognize. Our character schemas are what makes it possible for us to 
have such a sense of recognition ... Stereotypes can be both good and bad. 
They are good in that they are a necessary mode of processing 
information, especially in highly differentiated societies - an inescapable 
way of creating order out of the great booming, buzzing confusion of 
reality. They are bad in that they are often inadequate as well as biased; 
they often serve as obstacles to rational assessment; and they are resistant 
to social change (p. 54-55). 

The term 'squeegee kid', therefore, acts as a syrnbol. How this symbol is formed is, in 

part, attnbutable to how squeegee kids are portrayed. Astute politicians and joumalists, 

therefore, apply vanous symbols or images to help irame or contextualize the issue they 

want to discuss. For politicians, this helps get their issues on the political agenda while 

defining these issues in ways likely to influence their resolution. For example, if a local 

MPP refers to squeegee kids as 'thugs' or 'pirates' then it is probably fair to assume that 

shehe also favours a punitive solution. Or, if a politician wants the squeegee issue to be 

discussed as a crime problem, then squeegee kids will be portrayed as criminals. When 

this happens "political actors can manage issues, conflicts, and crises by simply throwing 

symbols at them - symbols that may be irrelevant to the matters at hand yet provoke 

powerful emotional responses from the public" (Bennett, 1988, p.170). By dealing in 

stock characters and stereotypes particular accounts suggest whether squeegee kids 

should be considered a friend or foe. 

When the term 'squeegee kid' first appeared in a metro-Toronto newspaper in 

August 1995, there was Iittle ideological baggage that accompanied its use. Few 

Canadians had heard of squeegee kids let alone developed a notion of what a squeegee 

kid did, how they dressed, or why they were working Toronto roadways. Within a short 
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period of t h e ,  however, squeegee kids were not only associated with windshield 

washing but negative conduct, dirty clothing, deviant behaviour and dmg use. To 

compound the problem, a number of stories published in early 1996 discussed 

squeegeeing as a US-based criminal phenomenon that was slowly finding its way across 

the border. While the Canadian squeegee issue was initially portrayed by the press as the 

first syrnptoms of a US.  disease, there remained fundamental differences between the 

Canadian and U.S. strains, and these differences were either ignored or never fully 

disclosed. 

The term 'squeegee kid', however, was an Amencan importation. Because the 

squeegee phenomenon and moniker was imported, Canadian journalists may have been 

inclined to accept the U.S. interpretation of events rather than develop their own unique 

Canadian schema. Unfortunately, the Toronto press quickly branded Canada's squeegee 

kids with similar characteristics as their New York City (NYC) counterparts. This 

occurred despite the fact that upon visiting Toronto for a provincially organized crime 

control seminar, the ex-police comrnissioner of NYC, William Bratton, described 

Toronto's squeegee kids as polite and friendly. He went on to add that Toronto's current 

squeegee situation is not a problem compared to NYC (Toronto Sun, February 14, 1998: 

p. 7). 

In this sense, the squeegee phenomenon in Canada is sirnilar to the London 

mugging scare in the 1970s. In Policing the Cnkis, by Hall et al., the authors explained 

how a frightening new strain of a U.S.-style crime seeped its way into British cnminal 

culture. The London media promptly picked-up this story and explained how muggings 



(another term for assault) in Bntain had acquired a new viciousness that could be a 

precursor to the amival of US.-style gang violence. British crime control agencies 

weighed into the fray by adding that a US.-style problem deserves a U.S.-style law and 

order response. This media scare prompted and permitted law and order agencies to step 

forward and demand increased funding and better resources. Not surprishg1 y, the 

Canadian response to squeegee kids was similar to the British response to mugging; 

crime control agencies considered the amvai of an American criminal phenornena an 

invitation to lobby the public and politicians for a stronger, more punitive oriented police 

force. In Toronto, the Ontario CCC argued that because the NYPD had successfulIy rid 

the city of squeegee kids, vagrants and panhandlers via a strict law and order policy, then 

the same solutions should be applied in Toronto: 

Flaherty [Ontario's Attorney General] said Ontario could benefit from 
adopting the New York mode1 (Toronto Sun, May 25,1997: p. 40). 

In their crackdown, Toronto police appear to be taking a leaf from the 
New York City police force (Globe and Mail, July 20, 1996: p. A3). 

If the Law is changed, police would ger the power to arrest anyone who 
ignores fines. That would allow Toronto to follow in the footsteps of 
other cities, such as New York, and crackdown on its squeegee kids 
(Toronto Sun, July 22, 1998: p. 4). 

Several techniques, some likely deliberate and others unconscious, were used by 

neo-conservative politicians and the press to develop their anti-squeegee kid schema. 

Metaphors used by neo-conservatives, for exarnple, emphasise squeegee kids' 

differences. No aspect of their personality, conduct, behaviour or clothing would remain 

unexarnined. Any aspect that would distinguish squeegee kids from 'ordinary' members 
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of Society would be cnticised. For neo-conservatives to be successful in their campaign, 

they needed to persuade readers that squeegee kids are a threat or menace deserving of 

punishment. Deviance is not a period of uncenainty but of defiant Lawlessness, Neo- 

conservatives, therefore, are more inclined to portray wayward youth as deviant and 

abnormal people that are beyond social control. The advantage of doing so is apparent: 

"It is difficult to punish people like us or Our chikiren, but much easier to punish those we 

do not understand or with whom we do not empathise" (Schissel, 1997, p. 32). To neo- 

conservatives, therefore, living on the Street and choosing to squeegee is a rationd and 

individual choice rather than an unfortunate circumstance of society's institutional 

inability to support the needy. If squeegee kids could be portrayed as suspicious and 

untrustworthy, then they would be inherently viewed with scepticism and uncertainty. In 

contrast, liberals tend to be more accepting of individual differences as deviation from the 

n o m  is not seen as inherently harmful but is accepted as inevitable and sometimes 

embraced. Furthemore, youth are also generally viewed as society's future and a valued 

resource deserving of al1 our protections, support and assistance. So, while the liberai 

goal of social inclusion is accomplished by education, counselling and rehabilitation, 

neo-consenratives prefer exclusion and they redise this through punishment and 

deterrence. 

The collective impact of portraying a group of kids as dirty teenagers that reject 

conventional social noms was a cntical first step in constructing a law and order 

problem. Neo-conservatives did not want to portray squeegee kids as marginalized and 

impoverïshed youth because this could stir up public support and compassion. The key 
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was to accentuate squeegee kids' differences and distinctions, and explain why they 

posed a threat. As a result, everything negative about squeegee kids was accentuated and 

intensified including their behaviour, clothing, conduct and lifestyle. If squeegee kids 

could be portrayed by neo-conservatives as a threat and in need of re-sociaiisation or 

punishment, then ami-squeegee sentiments could be used to justify neo-conservative 

crime control policy. The goal was to make squeegee kids the poster child of everything 

the neo-conservative opposes. Below is an examination of the neo-conservative 

metaphors that collectiveiy imbued squeegee kids with negative characteristics. 

Of the articles under examination, 48% (n=175) contained at least one 

presentation metaphor in each article and the vast majority of articles that contained 

presentation metaphors were overwhelmingly negative (see Graph 5.1). 

Graph 5.1 
Presentation Metaphors: 

Frequency of Positive v. Negative Reference 
n=175 

Negative Positive 
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In fact, 81% (n=141) of the presentation metaphors were negative and oniy 19% of the 

presentation metaphors were coded as positive. Only 10% (n=18) of those documents 

that contained presentation metaphors included positive and negative metaphors in the 

sarne article. Ninety percent of articles that contained presentation metaphors, therefore, 

were either exclusively positive or exclusively negative. The use of presentation 

metaphors was, therefore, decidedly one-sided and almost exclusively negative. 

Discussed in further detail below are some of the recurrent negative presentation 

metaphors used by neo-conservatives. Of particular interest are the use of: (1) squeegee 

names, (2) how the press and politicians link squeegeeing with more serious crimes. (3) 

how the subject of youth is incorporated into the squeegee debate, (4) the discussion of 

squeegee kids' appearance, conduct, and accommodations. as well as (5) how squeegee 

kids have impacted their environment. These five concepts have been chosen because 

they exemplify how neo-conservatives characterised squeegee kids as social misfits. By 

depicting squeegee kids as antisocial and destructive youth who constitute a significant 

threat to community safety and tourism, neo-conservative claimsmakers managed to 

transform squeegeeing from an entrepreneurial enterprise engaged in by resourceful 

youth into a criminal act worthy of state and police intervention. - 
The findings indicate that the term 'squeegee kid' was only one exarnple of forty- 

four designations to describe people who wash windshields. While 'squeegee kid' 
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appeared at least once in 297 documents, sorne of the most popular aiternative labels 

included: youth, squeegees, entrepreneurs, people/person, mates, guys, pestshats, street 

youth, punks, thugs, sponges, army/troops, gangs, menaces, veteran, squadrons, crew, 

men, pals, artists, colleagues, girl, wipers, window washers, brigade, guemIlas, folk, 

operators, squeegeeists, adults, cartels, pirates, boy, users, factions, commando, 

rnissionaries, bums, deadbeats, fellow, mercenaries, women, children, and sects, Some 

squeegee kids were also referred to as 'twinkies' - a derogatory term used by 'genuine' 

squeegee kids to refer to middle-class kids from the suburbs that wash windshields 

because it is a 'cool' sumrner job. 

Within some of the articles there is a prominent and frequent use of rnilitary or 

gang terminology to refer to squeegee kids. Military labels cany a noticeably violent and 

threatening connotation. They also convey the impression that squeegee kids are highly 

organized and present a rnuch more threatening presence than a youthful street worker 

trying to make a few dollars. Portraying squeegee kids as organized into a gang or 

military operation, therefore, has the potential to heighten the perceived public threat. 

What was previously perceived as a possible crime by a deviant individual becomes a 

possible gang or group crime (Best. 1999). Labelling squeegee kids as an army or gang, 

therefore, has the potential to feed the notion that they are a cohesive and organised group 

of deviants dedicated to conspire against the social order. Even though a squeegee kid is 

more likely a member of a very loose assembly of other street workers, depicting 

squeegee kids as a tightly controlled and organised gang serves to amplify the perceived 

threat. In severai articles, both politicians and police officers warned that squeegee kids 



are forming into gangs and that a portion of their day's eamings are being paid to a 

'squeegee pimp' (Toronto Sun, August 25, 1996: p. unknown). The police also 

repeatedly warned of an impending turf war between rival gangs (Globe and Mail, June 

11, 1997: p. Al;  Toronto Sun, June 28, 1998: p. 33; Toronto Star, August 8, 1996: p. 

(310; Toronto Sun, June 29, 1997: p. 14). As Joel Best (1999) elaborates, a group threat 

creates the impression that the criminal movement is growing: 

Though we can't be sure just how many belong to a conspiracy, we 
imagine that there are large numbers involved.. .The conspiracy is deviant, 
dedicated to mle breaking, illegality, disorder, and other evil 
purposes.. .The conspiracy is purposeful because its leadership is 
centralised; there are leaders giving orders ... Those orders are obeyed 
because the conspiracy is hierarchical, with members who respect a chain 
of command.. .These are striking, frightening images: they portray society 
pitted against a most dangerous opponent, a huge, powerful, secretive 
enemy, an army dedicated to evil, with strong leaders and dedicated, 
obedient followers (p. 80-8 1). 

While there is clearly no organised squeegee conspiracy, there is certainly some accuracy 

to Best's argument. If squeegee kids can be portrayed as threatening and menacing, there 

will likely be greater public support to crackdown against their threatening behaviour. 

Terms such as army, troops, gangs, squadrons, brigades, guemllas, cartels, pirates, 

factions, commando, missionaries and mercenaries are intended to conjure up images that 

infer an aggressive group of miscreants. 

Neo-conservatives also associated squeegeeing with other, more serious criminal 

acts and public nuisances in order to give more credence to the Broken Windows theory 



of crime. By linking squeegeeing with oîher more serious criminal behaviour, neo- 

conservatives were able to amplify the perceived threat that squeegee kids allegedly pose: 

They can squeegee, panhandle, steal, sel1 dmgs or prostitute themselves 
(Toronto Star, Ocrober 28, 1997: p. Cl). 

They carried needles, vomited, urinated in public and forced pedestrians 
ont0 the road (Toronto Sun, July 22, 1998: p.4). 

They urinated, defecated, masturbated and fornicated in full view (Toronto 
Star, August 11, 1998: p. A15). 

They end up sleeping in parks and streets and end up spending their 
rnoney on booze and dmgs (Toronto Sun, October 7. 1998: p. 18). 

Along with the needles, Ianelli and her [playground] staff have found used 
condoms, unidentified pills and beer bottles (Toronto Sun, August 27, 
1998: p. 31). 

Twenty-four percent (n=86) of al1 articles associate squeegeeing with either dnigs o r  

prostitution- Linking a relatively innocuous social nuisance (squeegeeing) with more 

significant criminal behaviour is another tool in generating public support and contempt 

for squeegee kids. According to Surette (1998): 

Linkage involves the tying or association of an issue wiîh other issues. 
For example, dmgs are often linked to other social problems such as 
crime. The Iinkage of one social phenornenon to another generally seen as 
more harmful raises the concem and importance of the linked issue (p. 
10). 

Again, linking squeegeeing to more serious cnminal behaviour was essential for the 

success of the Conservatives law and order agenda in Ontario. Incidents and events that 

might not otherwise be regarded as connected corne to be seen as additional symptoms of 

an expanding problem. The goal is to persuade people that such deviance is 

undifferentiated in that this criminal activity is only one aspect of a more prevalent 
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criminal lifestyle (Cavender and Martin, 1996). Without linkage to other criminal 

wrongdoing, squeegeeing in and of itself would probably not warrant the mobilisation of 

municipal or provincial resources. If the stigrna associated with squeegeeing, however, 

gets generalised to include other deviant acts (stealing, urinating in public, prostitution, 

and so on) then those who are expected to commit one kind of deviance are expected to 

commit other deviant acts as well. Furthemore, squeegeeing alone would probably not 

register as an important social issue on the barorneter of public interest. New crimes or 

deviant acts quickly Iose public interest unless they exhibit some additional or unusual 

characteristics. For the publics and politicians' interest to be retained, squeegee kids had 

to pose a more serious threat than simply being a nuisance or eyesore. Rather, 

squeegeeing was portrayed as only one deviant act in a life riddled with other criminal 

acts. 

3. The Polrtrczan's Tmmp Ca 
- .  . rd: Youth 

The portrayal of squeegee kids as a "youth problem" also played prominently in 

40% (n=151) of al1 articles. In this way, politicians and the press were more likely to 

attract greater public interest than if they were to portray squeegeeing as conduct engaged 

in by adults. When squeegee kids are referred to as youth, Street youth, girl, boy or 

children in 151 documents, there is a visible effect, whether intentional or not, to 

associate squeegee kids with adolescence. While descnbing squeegee kids as ' youth' is 

inherently neutral, the purpose of linking youth with squeegeeing lies in associating 

perceived criminal activity with an age group that personifies innocence or a prospective 



problem in need of discipline or guidance. Stressing the link between squeegeeing and 

youth would prove to be an important aspect of the debate. 

Once again, squeegee kids act as symbols. Youth and children, however, are 

perhaps an astute politician's most poweiful symbol. For youth represent society's hopes 

and the future. They are innocence personified. Deviant and troubled youth, however, 

are cause for societal concem, and consequently cause for societal intervention and social 

control. For some people, youth crime and disorder is a metaphor for a larger public 

anxiety over failed adolescent socialization and integration into mainstream culture. 

Squeegee kids might also be representative of today's indolent youth, or worse still, 

examples of ongoing social decay and moral decrepitude. Clearly, the squeegee kid 

debate is laden with youthful symbols and images. Why? Because portraying squeegee 

kids as wayward youth helps justify strong state intervention. Here is a class of people 

which has consciously abandoned and rejected accepted social norrns, which cannot be 

persuaded to re-join rnainstream culture, and which have renounced accepted middle- 

class values. As one author explained, squeegee kids seem to relish the rejection of al1 

things conven tional: 

1 dress myself in ways that symbolise my rejection of your rotten society 
and its corrupt values.. .Everything you believe in, 1 despise; everything 
you admire, 1 disdain; every ideal you treasure, 1 mock (Toronto Sun, 
August 15, 1998: p. 15). 

In short, these deviant squeegee kids reject everything the neo-conservative chens hes, 

therefore, hard state intervention is the only viable rnethod to contain such a serious 

threat. 
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If squeegees were disproportionately portrayed as adults, however, the public 

rnight have been less inclined to offer support because deviant adults rnay not warrant 

'saving ' (i-e., incarcera ting) . In fac t, although 34% of seventy-one surveyed squeegee 

kids were over the age of twenty-one (Community Social Planning Council of Toronto, 

1998, p. 3), these 'adults' were often portrayed as youth because then public concern 

about crime and disorder would be relatively easy to muster. The association of youth 

with poverty, homelessness, crime and disorder is a powerful emotive image that is 

virtually guaranteed to raise concern and result in demands for strong and immediate 

state intervention because to stand idly by and watch Our youth self-destruct wouid be 

deplorable. 

4. Social Conducl. CZothing and Appearance. and Accommodations 

The goal of using presentation metaphors, therefore, is not only to provide some 

colourful descriptors to squeegee kids but they are also intended to make individuals or 

groups emerge "as the sole problem, almost entirely divorced from the social context that 

has created this demonization or that ... would help explain the frequency of violent and 

extremely self- and other-destructive acts in certain contexts, times, and places" (Chancer 

and Donovan, 1994, p. 51). If squeegee kids could be successfully portrayed by neo- 

conservatives as abnormal, deviant or strange, then the foundation for a neo-consewative 

law and order campaign is established. By describing squeegee kids in derogatory terms, 

the articles exploit traditional urban images that drifters and vagrants are fugitives that 

dabble in criminal behaviour in order to fund their travels or substance addiction. Neo- 



conservatives desire to isolate troublemakers and have them perceived as distinct and no 

longer members of society. If misfits are no longer perceived as contributing members, 

they may be considered a threat to a stable social order. If urban folk devils like 

squeegee kids c m  be seen as uncivilised, it then becomes not simply acceptable but 

morally necessary to impose civilised values on them (Kilty and Swank, 1997). The 

quotes in the three sections below are exarnples of how discussions about clothing, social 

conduct and accommodations contributed to the vilification of squeegee kids. Despite 

the occasional positive comment about squeegee kids conduct, clothing and 

accommodations, statements were overwhelmingly derogatory and derisive. 

a. Social Conduct 

The vast majority of stories portrayed squeegee kids as intimidating thugs who are 

eagerly waiting for their next victim to stop at a red light. Most articles emphasised 

squeegee kids as a menacing or threatening presence: 

Many of them are a bunch of thugs and nothing else. A11 they're doing is 
intimidating people into giving them money (Toronto Sun, July 23, 1998: 
p. 5) 

Mayor Lastman: They just serve no purpose except to intimidate people 
for money (Toronto Sun, July 28,1998: p. 21). 

Most are adults or shiftless freaks at that, who have figured out a foolproof 
method to extort money from motorists who are helplessly stopped at a 
traffic signal (Toronto Sun, July 26, 1998: p. 2). 

The majority it seems - play on the fears of captive drivers, using veiled 
threats and intimidation to extract the charity they demand. Their brand of 
panhandling borders on extortion (Toronto Star, July 1: 1996: p. A12). 



Motorists are being spat at, cursed and intimidated by some of the 
squeegee squadrons when they're refused tips", [Chief of Police] Boothby 
said, (Toronto Sun, July 20, 1996: p. 16). 

Squeegee kids are panhancilers, parasites, bums, imtants, as are their 
scruffy soulmates with paper cups begging for change (Toronto Sun, July 
21, 1998: p.25). 

A score of articles also objected to the practice of washing a person's windshield despite 

not having consented or even having declined the squeegee offer. Incidents and 

descriptions of negative conduct clearly outnumbered descriptions of positive acts by 

squeegee kids. Most comments tended to focus on cars being scratched, fou1 language. 

abusive behaviour o r  intimidation practices. Once again, the purpose was to portray 

squeegee kids as a group of misfits that operate beyond acceptable standards of social 

conduct. 

b. Clothing and Gppearance 

In the ongoing effort to portray squeegee kids as distinct, a surprisingly large 

number of articles were obsessed with squeegee kids' appearance. Virtually no article 

was able to withhold a disparagiog comment about their clothes, hair colour, tattoos, or 

body piercings: 

[Mlany look dirty, often smell dirty. Their lips, cheeks, tongue and nose 
may be pierced, their heads randomly adorned with shocks of hair, tinted a 
smorgasbord of colours found in a crayon box (Toronro Star, August 31, 
1998: p. A6). 

The natural reaction when we corne into contact with these Street people, 
who are often scmffy-looking and sometimes foul-smelling, is to avoid 
them (Toronto Sun, July 20,1998: p. 17). 



But look at their hair. Look at their tattoos. Look at their belly buttons. 
Look at their menacing squeegees. 1s their service wanted? 1s it needed? 
These are society negative entrepreneurs. Get them outa here (Toronto 
Star, July 27, 1997: p. E2). 

1 find them very intimidating as they approach my car with padlocks on 
chains around their necks and piercings who knows where (Toronto Star, 
August 5, 1998: p. AIS). 

The natural reaction when we corne into contact with these Street people, 
who are often scruffy-looking and sometimes foul-smelling, is to avoid 
them (Toronto Sun, July 20, 1998: p. 17). 

But look at their hair. Look at their tattoos- Look at their belly buttons. 
Look at their menacing squeegees. 1s their service wanted? Is it needed? 
These are society negative entrepreneurs. Get them outa here (Toronto 
Star, July 27, 1997: p. E2). 

1 find them very intimidating as they approach my car with padlocks on 
chains around their necks and piercings who knows where (Toronto Star, 
August 5 ,  1998: p. A15). 

The vast majority of stones that cornmented on squeegee kids' appearance (Le.. clothes, 

hair, and tattoos) were negative in tone. The purpose of vilifying squeegee kids is 

simple; by emphasising their dirty clothing, unconventional body adomments and 

unusual hairstyles, squeegee kids are easy to cxiticise and portray as distrustful, different 

and socially deviant. 

A small number of articles also commented on squeegee kids' living 

arrangements. Needless to Say, the picture that is drawn is one of squalid filth and 

syringe-strewn living quarters: 

Their encampment is revolting. A recent walkabout reveals smashed glass 
from empty beer and vodka bottles. Empty yoghurt containers and dead 



chicken carcasses, the bones picked clean, lie strewn around the ground as 
an open invitation to rats (Toronto Sun, July 19, 1998: p. 3). 

Evicted from a boarded-up apartment building where they had been 
squatting arnid horrible filth, the young couple decided to rnake their 
plight public by camping in the civic square (Globe and Mail, August 14, 
1996: p. A2). 

Provincial crime commissioner Jim Brown walks through a makeshift 
village built amid garbage and syringes undemeath the Gardiner 
Expressway.. .Garbage is piled everywhere and there is a smell so fou1 it's 
difficult to stand there for long. S y ~ g e s  and other drug accessoîies are 
strewn through the mess (Toronto Sun, August 1, 1998: p. 10). 

While squeegee kids' living arrangements may be squalid, they are portrayed not as 

marginalized and impoverished youth facing trying circumstances but people who 

conscious~y choose to Iive in rat infested bedrooms; in short, they choose to be poor and 

deviant. This claim allows neo-consewatives to counter the liberal argument that asserts 

poverty is one of the principal social causes of squeegeeing. Rather than focusing on 

structural causes, the neo-consemative position entitles the squeegee critic to place blame 

on an individual's choice not to work and seek conventional employment. To neo- 

conservatives, the desired message is that squeegee kids should be a concern of criminal 

justice agencies and that they are a legitimate threat to your safety. 

How squeegee kids are perceived to impact their environment is important to 

examine because it offers a glimpse at how far it is believed their scope and influence 

extends. Does the press portray squeegee kids as a minor nuisance or as a threat to 

business? Are squeegee kids welcomed as a colourfui addition to Canada's urban 



landscape? To answer these questions, each newspaper article was exarnined for 

descriptions of the type of social impact squeegee kids rnay have on their environment. 

Neo-conservatives often try to exaggerate a problem's magnitude by making an issue of 

public concem larger than its actual threat The bigger the problern and the wider its 

potential impact, the more political and public attention it desemes. If an article 

discussed the impact of squeegee kids, they were described by neo-conservatives in one 

of five ways: (i) as a danger to traffic and drivers; (ii) as a general nuisance; (iii) as a 

danger to their own safety; (iv) as detrimental to tourism and business; and (v) as 

contributing to urban decay and crime. Only a half-dozen articles praised squeegee kids 

as being a positive addition to Toronto's landscape. In total, 38% (n=138) of al1 articles 

mention at least some form of negative social impact. Despite claims that squeegee kids 

negatively impact on several elements of urban life, no one theme is cited more often 

than any of the others. The overall effect is that squeegee kids are portrayed not as 

posing a specific threat to a particular group but rather they pose a mild threat to a variety 

of issues ranging frorn drivers' safety to tourism and business. In short, squeegee kids 

are a widespread pubIic nuisance that impact on numerous elernents of peoples' lives. 

i. Traffic and Driver Hazard 

A plethora of articles commented on  squeegee kids' unwelcome contribution to 

Toronto's traff ic congestion: 

My main concem is the risks these kids have taken with the traffic. I have 
seen them dodging cars, holding up traffic after the lights have changed, 
and running to the curb after a wipedown narrowly missing oncoming cars 
(Toronto Sun, July 23, 1998: p. 15). 



Our main thoroughfares have become toll roads where the squeegee kids 
hold up both the traffic and your property for a loonie (Toronto Star, July 
3, 1997: p. A22). 

They impede the flow of traffic (Toronto Star, July 3 1, 1998: p. A22). 

They contnbute to traffic congestion and c m  create situations which lead 
to accidents (Toronto Star, July 25, 1998: p. A4). 

The fiuids used by squeegee people to wash windows can cause hazardous 
black ice at intersections (Toronto S m ,  February 24, 1998: p. A21). 

The strategy applied here was to link squeegee kids with Toronto's ongoing and 

intolerable traffic problems. 

Although unable to articulate the precise source of their distaste for squeegee 

kids, a large proportion of articles mentioned that squeegee kids are simply a nuisance: 

These people have wom out their welcome. They are a nuisance (Toronto 
Sun, June 14,1997: p. 18). 

It's beginning to get on my nerves because sometimes 1'11 be driving 
downtown and see (squeegee kids) three or four tirnes a day (Globe and 
Mail, July 11, 1997: p. Al). 

You can't walk down the streets of Toronto withou: being bothered on an 
ongoing ba i s  (Toronto Star, June 18, 1997: p. A6). 

These quotes mention that squeegee kids do not pose a specific threat but that they are 

simply a general eyesore and imtation. 



0.0 m. Safety Concerns 

A number of articles commented that squeegee kids are endangenng their own 

safety by working near and in busy intersections: 

He stressed it's imperative that the city rid itself of the entrepreneunal 
corner cleaners for the sake of their own safety. He's also concerned 
about protecting the city from potential liability clairns (Toronto Sun, June 
12, 1997: p. 19). 

We have got to protect them against themselves ... This is a cult (Toronto 
Sun, July 28, 1998: p. 7). 

How many squeegee kids have to be run over before this new council 
shows some courage and directs police to enforce the law and put an end 
to squeegee kids? This nonsense has gone on long enough (Toronto Sun, 
Febmary 14, 1998: p. 14). 

Their persistence in stopping traffic may also jeopardise their own safety 
and the safety of others (Toronto Star, July 4, 1998: p. C2). 

Squeegeeing is unsafe for squeegees and motorists," the chief said. It "is 
not to me a poverty issue but a safety issue." (Toronto Star, June 29, 1998: 
p. BI). 

This service is fraught with potential danger for the provider and the 
customer. It's only a matter of time before someone is injured or  killed 
either by being nin over by a car, or in an altercation (Toronto Sun, June 
17, 1997: p. 10). 

By portraying squeegee kids as a danger to themselves and others, then squeegee kids 

pose a generalised safety concern and their presence endangers others who are 

uninvolved with the squeegee trade. 



iv. Negtive Im~act  on Tourism and Bus- 

Squeegee kids were ako  accused of negatively impacting on tourkm and 

business. Their mere presence is enough, according to some critics, to prevent tourists 

from visiting Toronto: 

They're ruining our city- People don't want to corne here. Tourists can't 
walk 12 feet frorn a bus into a theatre without being confronted (Toronto 
Sun, February 4, 1997: p. 20). 

They have a negative effect on tounsm and are a blight on the landscape 
(Toronto Sun, June 17, 1998: p. 14). 

You can imagine the impact this has on Toronto's tourism industry, as 
visitors meet upon this unwelcome and often frightful harassrnent 
(Toronto Star, July 16, 1996: p. A6). 

1 couldn't help but think if 1 were a tourist, what would 1 think of Our 
beloved Toronto after such a rude and stupid kid had thrown himself in 
front of my car, al1 in the effort to earn some spare change? (Toronto Star, 
August 5, 1998: p. AIS). 

The fact is for a visitor it's a reflection on the country. It has deteriorated 
in the past eight years", said Ray Roberts, a native of Wales living in 
Bermuda who has visited the city several times in the past 20 years. 
'Toronto should clean it up" (Toronto Sun, August 25, 1996: p. 4). 

Toronto steadily loses its reputation for social harmony and becomes 
perceived as ever more as inhospitable to the investment that would 
provide jobs (Globe and  Mail, August 14, 1996: p. A2). 

Merchants told him they're losing business, customers are afraid to corne 
in and out of the store. They're being accosted and harassed (Toronto 
Sun, July 22, 1998: p. 4). 

Colle said shopkeepers told hirn they are often intimidated by squeegee 
operators who hang around their stores and often demand water from their 
taps. Some merchants told Colle they fear their businesses would be 
vandalised if they refused (Toronto Srar, June 21, 1996: p. A2). 



Squeegee people, professional panhandlers and so-called buskers are 
damaging the city's economic vitality (Toronto Star, June 18, 1997: p. 
A6). 

They scare off rny customers (Toronto Star, July 28, 1998: p. BI). 

By associating squeegee kids with Toronto's econornic condition, neo-conservatives were 

trying to charge squeegee kids for some of the city's business failures. By extending 

squeegee kids' web of influence to various retail industries, squeegee kids were being 

blamed for creating a variety of commercial problems. By arousing sympathy for the 

small business owner who is struggling to survive, and contempt for the squeegee kid 

who is trying to make an illegitimate living, neo-conservatives made it easier for the 

reader to support the labouring business owner and denounce the squeegee kid, thereby 

reinforcing the neo-conservative bedrock values of hard-work and operating within the 

status quo. The idea that squeegee kids c m  'beat the system' by rnaking a living in 

unconventional self-employment, and the small but hard-working entrepreneur is 

struggling, is likely an area of concern for the neo-conservative faithful and galling for 

those that believe in the rewards of self-discipline (Walker, 1989, p. 12). The intended 

message is that those that break society's rules should be punished and those that adhere 

to society's mies should be rewarded. 

v. Urban D e c a y n  . 

A fair number of articles also concluded that squeegee kids contribute to urban 

decay and higher crime rates: 



The Ogden Daycare has.,.become home to squeegee kids who sleep on 
the equipment, urinate, defecate and leave their needles in the sand, police 
said (Toronro Sun, August 27, 1998: p. 31). 

We give h e m  a few dollars, or avert our eyes, scarcely noticing how 
pervasive the signs of social decay have become in our ciw (Toronto Star, 
July 18, 1997: p. A24). 

By indulging squeegee kids we are exhibiting a symptom that foretells the 
further decline of social values and order (Toronto Sm, September 2, 
1997: p. 11). 

Brown, the parliamentarj assistant to the solicitor general, discovered 
crime, drug use, intimidation and disrespect for the city and its residents 
(Toronto Sun, August 1, 1998: p. 10). 

If they put a stop to it, you're going to see more prostitution, robberies and 
kids selling dope to make a Living (Toronto Sun, June 28, 1998: p. 33). 

Rae said squeegee people ply their trade amid drug dealing and 
prostitution may end up cornmitting crimes (Toronto Star, November 28, 
1998: p. A3). 

Linking squeegee kids to a variety of urban problems serves numerous purposes. First, it 

invites virtually everyone to find fault with squeegee kids and identify with politicians' 

efforts to make Toronto a more enjoyable place to Iive. For example, if you drive a car, 

then you can probably appreciate the hazard and threat that squeegee kids may pose to 

your safety. If you do not drive a car, however, yet you have witnessed squeegee kids 

dan. between cars, then perhaps you c m  empathise with concems for squeegee kids' 

safety. If neither of these pronouncements move you, then perhaps you rnay be 

persuaded that squeegee kids drive tourists away from Toronto and that they are 

damaging businesses. In short, politicians tried to place blame on squeegee kids for a 

variety of social imitations. The more widespread their alleged impact, the more likely 
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people are to view them as a problem. Moreover, as the above themes develop, other 

news organisations will not "hesitate to report new instances because they confirm a past 

news judgernent that 'this thing really is a type of crime that is happening now"' 

(Fishman, 1978, p. 537). Furthemore, to resolve al1 of the issues mentioned above, 

politicians must play a prominent role in the discussion. This allows politicians to situate 

themselves at the heart of the debate and this posting gives them the requisite clout 

needed to assume an authoritative role. It is from this post that politicians are then able to 

oversee and guide the debate. 

Summan> 

The principle purpose of presentation metaphors is to define the perceived threat 

and generate public awareness. News stories emphasise the alleged problem and identify 

the squeegee kid as folk devil. The squeegee kids' character, personality and conduct are 

then scrutinised. Generated from this examination is a litany of stereotypical features. At 

this point, the process of generating a folk devil is well under way. From here on, al1 

mention of the squeegee kid as folk devil revolves around their exclusively negative 

features: conduct, attitude, language, clothing, hairstyle, and so on. Differences between 

folk devils and integrated members of society are stressed. By design, the folk devil is 

stripped of al1 favourable characteristics and imparted with unambiguously negative ones. 

The general media message portrayed is almost aiways consistent: squeegee kids are 

deviants who are engaged in wrongdoing: their actions are, o r  are potentially, harmful to 
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many sectors of society; every person who cornes into contact with them is a potentid 

victim; and that drarnatic action must be taken and the threat suppressed or elirninated. 

The above portrayal has the effect of imposing lirnits on the type of public discussion that 

occurs. Boundaries are drawn, some explanations are rejected and others become 

dominant. This may explain why squeegeeing was never really accepted as a poverty 

problem but was quickly defined in the media as a crime problem. As a result, the scope 

of analysis was irnmediately lirnited and charactetising squeegeeing as a social problem 

rather than a criminal problem wouid prove to be a hopeless task. Characterising 

squeegeeing as a crime problem, however, provides maximum mileage and leverage for 

those involved in neo-conservative law and order politics, especially politicians and the 

press. For neo-conservative politicians, the mould had been cast, the boundaries of 

discussion set and the destination was essentiaily pre-determined. Once the neo- 

conservative politicians set the boundanes of debate, then the public could follow the 

signposts erected by the politicians. By convincing the public that squeegee kids pose an 

actual threat, the foundation for a socially created moral panic had been cast. To build on 

the mornentum of public anxiety, the next step in the neo-conservative social construction 

of squeegee kids as a law and order problem is to identify the causes atmibuted to the 

growing squeegee population. Once the causes for squeegeeing are identified as 

character-based, then a punitive response is predictable and little more than a formality. 



Crime is sornething ail political parties are against. Conflict arises, however, over 

how different political groups approach the crime problem and what they deem the 

source of the crime problem. While neo-conservatives place more emphasis on 

individual responsibility and choice, liberals may attribute crime and deviance to a 

harmful social structure or a desperate response to personal financial hardship. 

Examining the relatimship between squeegeeing as a social problem and its alleged 

social causes is essential to understanding the dynarnics underlying its existence and 

helps explain proposed political responses: 

nie  most important effect of a dominant constructed social reality . . . is that 
the dominant construction steers public policy. Policies and the solutions 
sought are tied to the claims of the successful wiming construction. The 
linking of claims to policies involved clairns-makers who often describe a 
social problem in a simplified, ciramatic, worst-case scenario launching 
media-based moral cmsades and panics. Their clairns influence the 
formation of social policy and the solutions are seen as workable. 
Whatever the problem, it is seen as having one particular nature and thus 
needing one specific solution (Surette, 1998, p. 11). 

Which political responses are proposed is inevitably determined by the perceived causes 

of the social problern. Although the findings from Chapter 5 indicate that squeegee kids 

were portrayed unfavourably by the press and politicians, this result is in and of itself not 

enough to explain why such harsh responses were favoured by neo-conservatives. This 

chapter further explains how the anti-squeegee sentiment grew and why blame for the 

squeegee phenornenon was heaped on the individual rather than the social structure. The 

findings illustrate that neo-conservative claimsmakers generally attributed the causes of 
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squeegeeing to individuai failings and soft liberal social policies rather than social ais, 

Before discussing the findings, however, the tenets of both the neo-conservative and 

liberal causai frames will be briefly re-exarnined. 

Ideologically, statements in the articles generally apportioned the rise of 

squeegeeing to structural reasons and blocked oppomuiities (Liberal explanations), or as a 

consequence of personal choice, individual failings and ineffective social controls (neo- 

conservative explanations) . Methodologically, neo-conservative statements that 

comment on the causes of squeegeeing were placed in one of two general categories: 

Social Control Failure or Social Control Breakdown. Social Control Failure attributes 

squeegeeing to the collapse of the fonnal agencies of social control. This schema has two 

sub-frames, Leniency and Inefficiency, which further specify the nature of the systems 

failings. The Leniency sub-frarne holds that the crirninal justice system and its managers 

(politicians) are too lenient, sentences and punishrnents are too short or light, judges are 

too forgiving, and laws protecting offenders places too many restrictions on police. The 

result and effect is inadequate deterrence. In contrast, the Inefficiency sub-frame holds 

that the crirninal justice system is inefficient. In essence, neo-conservatives would argue 

that offenders go free for lack of space in jail, cases rake too long to go to trial, and 

assuring due process causes unnecessary delays. 

In cornparison, the Neo-Conservative Social Control Breakdown schema would 

attribute squeegeeing to a breakdown of infonnal social controls. For example, the 

breakdown of the traditional farnily and neighbourhood has loosened the controls that 

used to keep people on the straight and narrow. Parents are no longer disciplinhg their 
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chilciren, teaching them the right values, and supervising their behaviour. For neo- 

conservatives, breakdown is often treated as a result of the decline of religion, 

permissiveness engendered by new social movements (Le., feminism), indolence 

engendered by the social welfare system, or deteriorating popular culture. For a more 

detailed sumrnary of the neo-conservative causal frame and to examine typical staternents 

of this schema go to Appendix B. 

In short, neo-conservatives tend to look at either individual pathology as a reason 

people squeegee or they contend that society's social controls have become too lax. In 

contrast, liberals are inclined to blame structural causes as the reason for growing 

numbers of homeless and unemployed. To liberals, therefore, crime is often a response 

to hopelessness and frustration. For a more detailed summary of the liberal causal frame 

and to examine typical statements of this schema, see Appendix 3. 

FZN'ZNCS: CONTENT A NA L YSIS 

Of the articles exarnined, 42% (n=153) discussed at Least one cause attnbuted to 

the growing squeegee population. In other words, 58% (n=213) of al1 the articles made 

no mention of the causes attributed to the growing presence of squeegee kids. This is not 

surprising given the press' long-standing practice of failing to discuss the reasons or 

purpose for social conflict, protest, labour disputes, crime, and so on. For it is a 

recognised practice for the press and other media to fail to explain the "context, 

consequences, patterns, or solutions that surround a particular event" (Windlesham, 1998, 

p. 223). When causes were discussed, neo-conservative causes were cited 63% (n=96) of 



the time and liberal causes were mentioned 37% (n=56) of the tirne (see Graph 6.1). 

Furthermore, if causes were discussed in an article, the discussion consistently and 

disproportionately cited either liberal or neo-consemative causes. For example, when 

neo-conservative causes were cited, they were mentioned as the on& reason why kids 

squeegee and liberal causes were omitted entirely €rom the discussion. A fraction of the 

articles that discussed causes cited neo-conservative and liberal causes in the sarne article 

while very few of the articles published presented a balanced or opposing viewpoint. 

Graph 6.1 
Causes: Frequency of Neo-Consewative v. Liberal References 
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Neo-conservatives cite soft "liberal" social programs as the principle reason for 

the growing number of squeegee kids. Neo-conservative causes are intended to expose 

the irrationality of social programs as a viable solution to crime. If soft liberal solutions 

are condemned as the principle cause, then neo-conservatives would maintain that the 

only rational and conceivable response to such a problem is a neo-conservative law and 

order based approach: 

The Big Apple has some words of wisdom for Hogtown residents soft on 
talk of a squeegee crackdown. "Don't even think about it," New York 
City police officer Vince Grevelli told The Sun in a telephone interview. 



"Get rid of thern now or you'll be saddled with them forever" (Toronto 
Sun, July 19,1996: p. 10). 

Unfomnately, soft hearts and soft heads seem to go together ... By 
indulging squeegee kids we are exhibiting a symptom that foretells a 
further dedine of social values and order ... Squeegee kids are parasites, 
loafers, exploiters. To endow thern with virtues of the work ethic and 
entrepreneurial initiative is to misunderstand what dernocratic capitalism - 
and human nature - are about. Corne to Toronto [New York City] Mayor 
Guiliani. We need you (Toronto Sun, September 2, 1997: p. 11). 

In the Neo-Conservative Social Control Breakdown schema, squeegeeing stems 

from a breakdown of infonnal social controls. The breakdown of the traditional farnily 

and neighbourhood has loosened the controls that used to keep youth on the straight and 

narrow. Parents are portrayed as no longer disciplining their children, teaching them the 

right social values, adequately supervising their behaviour, and have become overly 

tolerant of deviant behaviour. The Neo-Conservative Social Control Breakdown schema 

has been broken down into five sub-categories: (1) Rebelliousness, (2) Laziness, (3) 

Liberal Tolerance and Moral Decay, (4) Rejection of Middle-Class Values, and (5) 

Welfare, Not Poverty. Each category will be discussed separately. These categories, 

however, are not arbitrarily chosen but are the most frequently cited neo-conservative 

themes that explain why kids squeegee. 

1. Rebelliousness 

Squeegeeing was frequently portrayed as a lifestyle choice and opportunity to 

expenence the 'freedom' of hornelessness. Poveny and hornelessness were romanticised 



as being the ultimate escape from responsibility, cornmitment and the constraints of 

conventional ernployment: 

A few of them were "twinkies", suburban runaways with nice soft beds 
and forgiving parents awaiting them at the end of their rebellious 
adventure (Globe and Mail, August 14, 1996: p. A2). 

Frankly, 1 don't buy this line that these kids are al1 victims of abuse. I 
suspect there are a great number of kids who corne from loving homes, but 
who simply want to experience the thrill of living on the wild side for 
awhile (Toronto Sun, August 4, 1998: p. 16). 

There are arnong them groups of rebels who are drunken, glue-sniffing, 
violent people who have chosen a lifestyle contrary to that of normal 
citizens (Toronro Star, August 11, 1998: p. A15). 

Furthemore, as the quotes suggest. squeegeeing was a portrayed as an expression of 

teenage angst and rebellion. By emphasising the rebellious nature of squeegee kids, neo- 

conservative claimsmakers are asserting that people do make Iife choices, and that they 

must pay for poor choices that propel them away from the safety and secunty of a more 

acceptable lifestyle. Concluding that rebelliousness is a cause of squeegeeing enables 

neo-consematives to reassure themselves and persuade others that the individual and not 

the social structure are to  blarne for squeegee kids' irnpoverishment. 

A number of articles viewed squeegeeing as a result of laziness. If people 

squeegee, it is not because they are poor, it is only because they refuse to exercise enough 

self-discipline to get an education and a job that will lift them out of povetty. Rather than 

squeegeeing being a response to inadequate social prograrns or high unemployment, neo- 

conservatives attributed squeegeeing to lazy beggars: 



"They are nothing but lazy beggars", Lastman said (Toronro Sun, July 30, 
1998: p. 22). 

It is time that these coalitions explained the truth to these people. If you 
want something, work for it (Toronto Sun, August 1, 1998: p. 17) 

These people don? want to work (Toronto Star, July 30, 1998: p. B3). 

I think a lot of thern are lazy (Toronto Star, May 12, 1998: p. B3). 

By criticising youths' poor work ethic, neo-conservatives promote the notion that 

squeegeeing is a consequence of laziness and dispel the notion that structural problems 

are to blarne for individual hardship. This refocuses the Lens of social and political 

culpability back to the individual rather than on the overarching societal problem. By 

feeding the urban myth that vagrants and impoverished people are lazy individuals who 

are eager participants in a crirninal underworld, people become more weary and 

suspicious of Street workers and the destitute. 

A large proportion of articles attributed squeegeeing to a tolerant liberal society 

that has failed to enforce community standards of decency, cleanliness and general 

neighbourhood safety. Politicians and citizens have become too charitable and too 

lenient to unwelcome elements that plague their residential and commercial 

neighbourhoods. According to neo-conservative clairnsmakers, city officials and the 

public have become too complacent and accepting of difference: 

Toronto needs to begin enforcing the laws that make people feel safe in 
our city. We have given too much leniency to this problem for too long 
(Toronto Sun, June 18, 1998: p. 15). 



Squeegeeing was also portrayed as a symptom of a society that is Eosing its moral 

integrity, fortitude, and standards of acceptable civil behaviour: 

The infrastructure that relies on some degree of civil behaviour had 
corroded over the years ( T o ~ o B ~  Sm-, August 16, 1996: p. A7). 

It is highly undesirable for any society to encourage young girls of 15 to 
do the same thing ... We should be discouraging them from this lifestyle 
(Toronto Sun, August 4, 1998: p. 16). 

There are people in Toronto who ... have moral standards by which they 
live, and are Law-abiding citizens. The local squeegees are a race apart, 
and don't live by any rules (Toronto Star, August 11 ,  1998: p. A15). 

A number of articles alleged that society is in the midst of some sort of general cnsis of 

declining values and morality. Claims extended from neglectful parenting to sentiments 

charging that morality is not what it used to be. Implicit in these statements is the notion 

that parents have failed to raise and teach their children proper values such as self control, 

hard work, respect for authority, and so on. Society's lack of respect for legitirnate 

authority has given rise to criminal and deviant behaviour such as squeegeeing and to a 

general breakdown of order and authority. 

4. Rejection of Middle-Class Values 

Consistent with the rebelIiousness theme, squeegeeing was portrayed as a 

calculated decision to reject middle-class occupational constraints and not as a desperate 

response to trying economic circumstances (Le., poverty or unemployment) : 

Kids said they want to be free to roam and don't want to be tied down by 
training or by jobs supposediy at the end of the rainbow (Toronto Sun, 
June 18, 1997: p. 18). 



It's fun. You're not sitting in an office with a tie doing telemarketing 
(Globe and Mail, June 19,1998: p. Al9). 

Many perform squeegee work because the pay is better and the bours more 
flexible than a real job (Toronto Star, February 24, 1998: p. A21). 

What it cornes down to is a lot of kids don't want to conform (Toronto 
Sm,  June 5, 1997: p. 19). 

The focus is on the Street criminal who shirks responsibility to find work and earn money 

respectably. Neo-conservatives abhor squeegee kids' attempts to reject conventional 

n o m s  and view this behaviour as a repudiation of core neo-conservative values and the 

status quo. 

5. Welfare. Not Poverty 

Poverty was quickly renounced as a cause for the growing number of squeegee 

kids. To neo-conservatives, there is no link between squeegeeing and poverty. Instead, 

overly generous welfare programs are to blarne because they act as an incentive not to 

work: 

Squeegee people are not impoverished. The one's who work in my 
neighbourhood drink gourmet coffee and take cabs home at night (Toronto 
Star, February 24, 1998: p. A21). 

There are many of them that corne from middle-class families. It is 
definitely not a poverty issue (Toronto Sun, July 30, 1998: p. 22)- 

Why don't they get off their behinds, lose some weight, quit collecting 
welfare and get normal? (Toronto Star, August 28, 1998: p. A25). 

To neo-conservatives, 'soit' liberal social welfare policies are partly to blarne for a 

generation of indolent, unappreciative youth: 



The message is clear and the Broken Windows theory rejects the worn-out 
liberal idea that the way to solve crime is to solve poverty (Toronto Sun, 
May 25, 1997: p. 40). 

Let's get off the liberal pot and get these adults working, like the rest of us 
(Toronto S m ,  August 5, 1998: p. A15). 

Portraying squeegee kids as rebellious, lazy and rnorally deprived, the climate was set for 

the public to respond negatively: 

Youth were regarded with a mixture of envy and resentment ... This could 
turn into moral disapproval and a fear of social integration when the media 
gave extensive coverage to examples that seemed to suggest 'youth 
culture' led to behaviour that was antisocial, undisciplined and an affront 
to the values of 'decent people'. . .By flaunting their 'otherness' in the face 
of mainstream culture, they resisted being subordinated by that dominant 
culture and they gained recognition, even if it was in the form of media 
portrayals of them as dangerous and immoral deviants, so giving rise to 
moral panics (Thompson, 1998, p. 46-47). 

Portraying squeegee kids as immoral people with non-existent or deviant values has the 

effect of asctibing criminal status to squeegee kids because of what they are rather than 

what they do. This viewpoint is then justified and enforced by reference to a varïety of 

real, imagined or fabricated behaviour. The intended effect is to consistently point to 

individual personality traits and personal choices as the primary causes of squeegeeing. 

As Surette (1998) explains. when neo-conservatives cite individual's dispositions 

(laziness, rebelliousness, etc.) as a cause of squeegeeing, the effect c m  be powerful: 

Because media portray crime almost exclusively in episodic ternis - that 
is, reporting on a specific individual ...- the cause of crime is largely 
framed in the media in the individual responsibility perspective. The 
construction of the cause of crime is dominated by the individual 
perspective, which forwards a stigmatising non-redeemable portrait of 
criminals more often than a potentially salvable one (p. 214). 



Squeegeeing, therefore, is portrayed as an individual choice and other social, economic, 

or structural explanations are usually ignored. By seeing crime as either a result of bad 

choices, bad personalities, or the inability to tame bad impulses, attention is deflected 

away from defects in the social structure such as poverty, unemployment, and so on. 

Individual responsibility then becomes paramount. On the rare occasion when structurai 

causes are discussed, the consistent message is that 'soft' liberal social prograrns 

encourage dependency on govemment aid thereby contributing to society's moral 

deterioration and dependency. The repeated message is that squeegeeing is engaged in 

by individuals who are basically different from the rest of us, that squeegeeing is the 

result of individual problems, and that squeegeeing is an act freely committed by 

individuals who have a wide range of alternate choices. 

Social C o n i d  FaiZure 

In the Neo-Conservative Social Control Failure schema, squeegeeing stems from 

the failures offurnul agencies of social control. Political reluctance, lenient politicians 

and 'bleeding heart' judges play prominently in this schema. In short, a lenient criminal 

justice system is to blame for being overly permissive and not sufficientfy punitive. Once 

again, numerous articles commented on weak liberal social policies as the principal cause 

for the squeegee problern. Below are a standard sarnple of comments: 

Ms. Hall (ex-Toronto mayor) epitornises the city's ambivalence. The 
mayor joined the group asking for more police action while making it 
clear she doesn't think police action will work (Globe and Mail, August 
14, 1996: p. A2). 



To us, it's al1 part of the same do-nothing political attitude that refuses to 
deal with panhandlen (Toronto Sun, January 13, 1997: p. 10). 

It is a shame more politicians don't think as she does. Perhaps then, we 
could deal with the teenagers and young moms in a more realistic way 
(Toronfo Sun, August 6,  1998: p. 14). 

The province's inaction does not let the city off the hook. Both 
governments have a responsibility to act (Toronto Star, November 20, 
1998: p. A28). 

Most of the statements in this schema depicted the punishments meted out by the criminal 

justice system as too lax. This frame also cited inadequate criminal laws and law 

enforcement as contributing causes for the rise of squeegee kids. Regulations that 

govem, or 'handcuff' police conduct are also said to prevent crime control agents from 

performing their mder maintenance functions. Ironically, while neo-conservatives argue 

that the criminal justice system and its managers are failing them, they nonetheless place 

great emphasis on the belief that a stronger cnminal justice system is the only viable 

solution. By emphasising that public tolerance for deviant behaviour has increased and 

that informal and fonnal controls are weaker, neo-conservatives have created a situation 

that depicts liberal society as being too soit on crime. Neo-conservative statements on 

causes are usually individually focused but if structural reasons are discussed, then the 

criminal justice system and its administrators are charged with being inefficient or 

Iacking the resources to punish offenders when they are apprehended. 



Srcmmarv 
To neo-conservatives, it is apparent the causes of crime lie in the individual. In 

reinforcing notions of social responsibility and rational choice, this perspective 

emphasises the sentiment that squeegeeing is not an effect of impoverishment or poverty. 

Instead, neo-conservative views hold that causes of squeegeeing include a lack of self- 

discipline, lack of respect for a~thority and a general deterioration of traditional morality. 

Ernbodied in neo-conservative assertions conceming the causes of squeegeeing are 

several key notions that lie at the core of their ideological pronouncements, namely, that 

lax punishments, lack of parental interest, and a lax criminal justice system are to blame 

for the intolerable rise of squeegee kids. By emphasising individual personality traits as 

the principle cause of deviance and separating squeegeeing from other social problems 

that in reality tend to come bundled together - crime, poverty, unemployment, poor 

health, poor education, etc., - the press and politicians have insinuated the only valid 

approach to stopping crime and deviance is to hold individual offenders responsible. 

Because individual responsibility reigns in the neo-conservative world, people who break 

the rules and shun accepted social values should be feared or punished. These 

expianations of crime causation provide the justification for increasingly harsh 

punishrnents designed to symbolise our resolve to get tough on criminals. Moreover, by 

supporting individual explanations of crime causation neo-conservatives foster the idea 

that taking action against the social roots of crime is unworkable, il1 advised or irrelevant- 



CWAPTER 7 - POLITICAL AND LEGAL RESPONSES 

As previously indicated, there are competing definitions of the causes of crime 

and these in tum produce different kinds of responses to crime. Historically, 

conservaiives have generally assumed a law and order response to crime and disorder. 

This translated into calls for increased police personnel, powers and resources, for longer 

sentences, stronger discipline within families and schools, and a retum to more traditional 

values generally. Neo-conservative opinions, therefore, tend to revolve around the 

individual in society, and to provide a mordistic and punitive approach to issues of 

disorder and crime. Naturally, the neo-consewative and liberal camps advocate divergent 

policy responses to the squeegee problem. This chapter will help demonstrate the results 

of transforming a minor social problem into a law and order problem. By effectively 

s t igmatis ing and creating a moral panic surrounding squeegee kids, neo-conservative 

claimsmakers were able to justify that the only viable solution to deal with squeegee kids 

was through get tough, law enforcement, and crime control strategies. 

Whereas neo-conservatives are inclined to advocate police crackdowns, harsher 

sentencedfines, anti-vagrancy laws and the criminalization of vagrancy, liberals are 

prone to support govemment spending on job skills/training or other rehabilitative 

programs. For neo-conservatives, if you increase the punitive cost of crime, there will be 

fewer crimes cornmitted. As discussed in the previous chapter, however, "when al1 

extemal causes of crime are rejected, individual punishment emerges as the only logical 

social response to crime" (Surette, 1994, p. 147). Punishment and deterrence, therefore, 
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are the heart of the neo-conservative crime control model. By emphasising punishrnent, 

neo-conservatives are also expressing their belief that a large proportion of offenders, if 

not all, are beyond reform and must be incapacitated or severely punished. As neo- 

conservatives reject the rationalised effectiveness of rehabilitation, the pend system 

should be used as a deterrent and as a b a i s  for social tetribution. 

In contrast, for liber& a response to crime and disorder must be built upon a 

strategy of social empowement or  rehabilitation. This prirnarily involves a redistribution 

of resources to communities and to people in need. Redistribution, however, is more 

likely to come in the form of employment or vocational training rather than a direct 

monetary payment. The state, therefore, plays a more restorative role rather than being 

oppressive and punitive. Rehabilitation is also of paramount concern for the liberal- 

minded. Rather than rejecting people outnght for their transgressions, liberals are prone 

to accept a person's misdeeds and attempt to reintegrate them back into mainstrearn 

culture. Rehabilitation, of course, can come in many fonns but for liberals it often 

manifests itself as job or vocational training, or a counselling program. The liberal 

philosophy, however, is premised on the notion that most offenders wili be released back 

into the public and that they should be prepared and skilled enough to adequately cope 

with life's challenges. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the three newspapers disproportionately 

attnbuted the nse of squeegeeing to individual choices and a lax criminal justice system. 

As a result of ascribing the squeegee problem to individual failings or institutional 

deficiencies, the public received a pomayal that is not only distorted but basically 
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supports an anticrime policy based on law enforcement and criminalization. Although 

different social conditions c m  be constructed as many different social problems 

(criminal, individual, economic, etc.) each construction implies a different policy course 

and solution. Since the squeegee problem was defined, discussed and frarned as a 

criminal issue, it was virtually a forgone conclusion that the proposed solution would be 

increased enforcement. When the problem is seen as having one particular cause, then it 

follows that there is only one specific solution. It was not surprising, therefore, that the 

vast majority of solutions proposed tended to be punitive in nature. 

FINDINGS: CONTENTANAL YSI$ 

Of the 366 articles under examination, 72% (n=262) suggested or mentioned 

some form of response to the squeegee problem. This finding is striking considering the 

relatively fewer number of articles that discussed causes. m i l e  the majority of articles 

failed to discuss causes, they were eager, to recommend sorne f o m  of response. Almost 

three-quarters of al1 articles, therefore, suggested or discussed at least one solution to the 

squeegee problem. Of those articles that discussed responses, 53% (n=139) mentioned 

neo-conservative solutions as a viable response, 34% (n=89) suggested a liberal solution, 

and 13% (n=34) recomrnended rnodifying or regulating the squeegee trade (Le., creating 

squeegee friendly zones, and regulating or licensing the trade, etc.; See Graph 7.1). 

Chancer and Donovan (1994) suggest that neo-conservative punitive-oriented solutions 

will always predominate because liberal, rational based arguments do not address 
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people's emotionally based needs, which are especially acure when feeling threatened or 

one's safety is being challenged. 

Graph 7.1 
Proposed Responses: Frequency of Neo-Conservative, Negativ 

and ModifyIRegulate References 
n=262 

After reviewing the articles, fourteen neo-conservative solutions were proposed 

on how to eliminate the squeegee problem. They ranged €rom arresting squeegee kids, 

jail, taxing their income, confiscating the bucket and squeegee, giving squeegee kids a 

one-way bus ticket home, creating new laws, improving parenting, creating squeegee 

friendly zones, adding more police to Toronto's streets, and charging motorists that tip 

squeegee kids. The following iive responses, however, were the most common neo- 

conservative solutions. Once again, these five neo-conservatives responses are not 

arbitrarily chosen. Rather, they are the most frequently cited neo-consemative solutions. 

Note that almost al1 the solutions below are designed to strengthen the machinery of 

justice, deter or incapacitate. 



1. Create New J m s  or En force Cuwent Laws 

The most popular response was to suggest either enforcing current laws more 

stringently or creating new laws designed specifically to deal with squeegee kids. 

Despite the fact that cürrent laws were recognised by legal experts as adequate to deal 

with the squeegee issue (Toronto Sun, July 17, 1998: p. 71, politicians called for new 

legislation aimed specifically at squeegee kids and the squeegee trade: 

We need effective laws to control squeegee kids ... we need a clear and 
concise Iaw making it illegal to offer such 'services* and some way of 
making it stick, since right now what laws we have are unenfarceable 
(Toronto Sun, September 28, 1998: p. 14). 

Legislation may have to be drafted "quickly" to nd Toronto's streets of 
squeegee kids (Toronto Sun, August 6, 1998: p. 26). 

Council urged the province to pass legislation that will give police more 
authority to move squeegee kids out (Toronto Sun, November 28, 1998: p. 
4). 

There's nothing much city council c m  do until the province gives the city 
the legislation to charge them under the Highway TrafJ Act (Toronro 
Sun. October 7 ,  1998: p. 18). 

We need effective laws to control squeegee kids (Toronto Sun, September 
28, 1998: p. 14). 

Tougher legislation wili help get these characters off the street (Toronto 
Star, November 20, 1998: p. A28). 

Calls for new legislation proved to be a political triurnph because it enabled provincial 

MPP's to initiate and lobby for a tangible solution. As mentioned in Chapter 1 ,  the 

Ontano govemment acted upon their electoral pledge to nd Ontario of squeegee kids. 

Their promise came in the f o m  of proposed provincial legislation titled the Safe S t r e e ~  



-4ct. The Bill's purpose is to promote safety in Ontario by prohibiting aggressive 

solicitation. solicitation of persons in certain places and disposa1 of dangerous things in 

certain places, and to amend the Nrghway TrafJzc Act to regulate certain activities on 

roadways. The Bill passed first reading on April3,2000. As Ontario's Attorney General 

explained, the Bi11 is designed to give "Ontarians the right to walk down the Street' drive 

on the roads and enjoy public places without feeling intimidated" (Toronto Sun, 

November 2, 1999: p. A3). The Safe Sfreets Act is part of the government's broad-based 

attempt to make Ontario's towns and cities safer. The drafting of the Safe Streets Acr 

also permitted the Ontario govemment to boast about their willingness to improve 

Ontarians' safety and to accuse the federal Liberal govemment of being soft on crime and 

apathetic about Canadians' safety. In short, the squeegee kid issue permitted the Ontario 

govemment not only to attack squeegee kids but the federal government as well. 

Another consistent theme was that current laws do not permit police to properly 

deal with squeegee kids. In short, the police are limited in their ability to apprehend 

squeegee kids because the law does not have enough 'teeth': 

We have got to give police the teeth to bring back order to the streets 
(Toronto Sun, August 1, 1998: p. 10). 

Proper enforcement is what's needed to sweep the streets of the squeegee 
problem (Toronto Sun. November 6,  1998: p. 17). 

We need a clear and concise Law making it illegal to offer such 'services' 
and some way of making it stick, since nght now what laws we have are 
unenforceable (Toronto Sun, September 28, 1998: p. 14). 

Brown said the NDP pulled the 'teeth' frorn the law and, as a result, police 
don? have the power to arrest people (Toronto Sun, July 22, 1998: p. 4). 



Toronto police Say Canada doesn't have the laws with 'teeth' that would 
allow them to round up squeegee kids (Toronto Sun, July 16, 1998: p. 4). 

Boothby says changes are needed in the federal Criminal Code or the 
provincial offences ticket so police cm take real action (Toronto Sun, June 
21, 1998: p. 5). 

And with current toothless legislation, there's little the cop on the beat can 
do (Toronto Sun, August 25, 1996: p. unknown). 

In response to the perceived weaknesses of current laws, neo-conservatives advocate 

tougher legislation that would permit p o k e  to perform their order maintenance functions 

without being encumbered by legal constraints. It is argued that the police are currently 

hindered by laws that do not give them adequate discretion in dealing with the public 

order problems they encounter on the streets. Vagrancy laws and new legislation, 

therefore, are usually favoured by the police because they give the police broad 

discretionary powers in deciding what conduct to treat as criminal: 

Vagrancy laws are widely used to provide the police with justification for 
arresting, searching, questioning, and detaining persons whom they 
suspect may have committed or may commit a crime. Et's also used by the 
police to clean the streets of undesirables, to harass persons believed to be 
engaged in crime and to investigate uncleared offences (Moms and 
Hawkins, 1969, p. 5). 

Concerns for due process are Lirnited and cornmunity and legal control takes precedence. 

The police, therefore, play a prominent role in the enforcernent of laws in the neo- 

conservative model. 



The second most popular punitive response was to cal1 for a generd crackdown 

on al1 squeegee kids. Although no specific solution was mentioned it could be inferred 

that the response should be led by a crime control agency such as the police. As the 

quotes suggest, there is strong support for a generic 'get-tough' response even though no 

specific solution was proposed on how to actually accornplish this goal: 

The crime commission believes a policy of tough enforcement on 
aggressive begging and squeegee kids is the right way to go (Toronto Srar, 
March 23, 1998: p. E5). 

Councillor Chris Korwin-Kuczynski urged the cornmittee to recommend a 
police crackdown (Toronto Sun, July 19, 1996: p. 10). 

The key to reversing escalating crime rates is to crack down on the most 
visible kinds of social disorder (Toronto Star, February 13, 1998: p. B3). 

If we truly want to stop these wild-haired, grunge-dressed squeegees from 
working at downtown intersections, it's going to take more than punitive 
measures (Toronto Star, July 29, 1998: p. A16). 

Lastman's office wants to crackdown on the window washing panhandlers 
(Toron~o Sun, May 12, 1998: p. 18). 

In a somewhat similar vein, there were also numerous generic calls for the government 

simply to 'do something' to get rid of squeegee kids (Toronto Star, June 1 1 ,  1997: p. A3; 

Toronto Sun, December 12, 1997: p. 16). Once again, this response is consistent with the 

neo-conservative mode1 because it would place crime control agencies at the forefront of 

the fight against deviance and disorder. Since neo-conservatives tend to regard disruptive 

behaviour by youth more intolerantly than deviance by adults, neo-conservatives tend to 



view juvenile delinquency more seriously and consequently, they tend to believe that it 

should be dealt with promptly and severely. 

There were a large number of statements that scoffed at the traditionai liberal 

solution of job training or  creating an employment program for unskilled youth: 

It is laughabie that Toronto city council thinks it rnight be able to get a few 
squeegee kids off the streets by throwing $250,000 at them. The 
incredible naivete of the left-wing members of the council is mind- 
boggling (Toronto Sun, December 7,1998: p. 14). 

They might as well have flushed $250,000 down the drain ... when they 
rammed through a so-called diversion strategy to clean Toronto's streets 
of those pesky squeegee kids - or squeegee men (Toronto Sun, November 
30, 1998: p. 17)- 

Although rejecting training and employment programs is not a solution per se, it is 

indicative of the types of solutions that neo-consewatives are inclined to shun; the liberal 

belief that welfare-oriented social refom could reduce the crime rate. In fact, they 

contend that liberal social policies may contribute to greater crime and dependency. 

There was also a steady but angry response to provincial politicians who suggested that 

public money should be made available for training impoverished youth but not for youth 

who are not horneless or in poverty. As a result of the a n g y  public response, city 

councillors amended their plan to allow non-squeegeeing youth to qualify for training. 

While some people claimed it was aimed to help one hundred kids, others commented 

that the program was designed to train five hundred youth. Regardless of the tnie 



numbers, the criticism surrounding the mere suggestion of training disenfranchised youth 

was strong and voluminous. 

4. Monetay Fines 

Although a remarkabiy short-sighted solution, there were numerous calls for 

raising the maximum and minimum fines for squeegeeing: 

The wayward windshield washers are b e h g  wiped with the Hrghway 
Trafic Act for soliciting business on a highway. They face $1,000 fines or 
30-day jail sentences (Toronto Sun, June 15, 1997: p. 10). 

The commission is probing changes to provincial laws that would make it 
easier for police to ticket squeegee kids and drivers who tip them (Toronto 
Sun, July 22, 1998: p. 4). 

Metro police are trying to wipe out downtown squeegee folks with threats 
of fines (Toronto Star, June 1 1 ,  1997: p. A3). 

Once again, neo-conservative logic submits that deterrence plays a prominent role in 

effectively reducing crime and deviance. If fines are increased, therefore, neo- 

conservatives contend the costs of squeegeeing will alrnost certainly outweigh the 

benefits. Lost in this fragmented rationale, however, is the fact that squeegee kids are 

likely unable to pay any fine regardless of the amount. Even $100 fines are likely to be 

unpaid. As a result, squeegee kids are more likely to be incarcerated for being in default 

- at a cost to the public that is significantly higher than the original fine. 

A less forgiving response that was occasionally mentioned was simply to arrest 

the squeegee kids and throw them in jail: 



They should be arrested. they should be taken off the street and jailed 
(Toronto Star, November 19. 1998: p. D3). 

Give the police back the power to arrest people for unpaid fines 
immediately (Toronto Sun, July 23, 1998: p. 15). 

There's no power to arrest (Toronto Sun, JuLy 15, 1998: p. 5). 

Police used to have the authot-ity to arrest and jail people for minor 
infractions (Toronto Star, May 31, 1998: p. A6). 

While the suggestion to arrest squeegee kids may appear overly punitive, this is 

consistent with the neo-conse~ative Broken Windows theory of crime. To believers of 

the Broken Windows theory, to permit street disorder is to risk the potential arriva1 of 

other sociai misfits and criminals. Rather than speculate on the possible effect of 

allowing squeegee kids to ply their trade, some neo-conservatives would prefer to 

actively prevent such an occurrence. What is unique about this option, however, is the 

rationale that minor social misfits must be punished. In their zeal to deal with the 

problem, these claimsmakers have overlooked the fact that the high cost of arresting 

squeegee kids, placing them before the courts and lodging them in Our jails could easily 

counteract any gains by temporarily removing them frorn the streets. 

According to the neo-conservative approach, punishment is an essential part of 

deterrence. Two rationales for harsher, more punitive treatment can be discemed from 

the neo-conservative perspective. Firstly, punishment is necessary to bolster the moral 

order. Secondly, harsher punishments will deter potential offenders. If neo- 

conservatives contend that crime and disorder stems from criminal justice leniency and 
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inefficiency, then it follows that the logical prognosis is that the criminal justice system 

needs to 'get-tough'. If crime stems from family and community breakdown, however, 

then farnilies and institutions need to re-establish traditional values and instil more 

acceptable morats. Thus the findings were dominated by neo-consemative, punishment- 

oriented solutions. By operating on the assumption that social circumstance such as 

class, poverty, employment and discrimination are largely irrelevant, neo-conservatives 

restricted their attention to solutions that emphasise get-tough policies. Politically, neo- 

conservatives pretend to address the causes of crime but they believe their role should be 

limited to adrninistering laws and enforcement because the motivation for committing a 

crime is individually based and beyond their influence. For neo-conservatives, in order 

to constrain people that are individually flawed or simply unwilling to respect authority, 

then there is a strong need to establish forma1 and informal social controls based upon 

self-discipline and respect of legal authority. The solutions discussed are consistent with 

neo-conservative ideology because by advocating a strong state intervention, coercive 

measures will ultimately keep people in line and teach them the discipline they require in 

order to live harmoniously as rnembers of a civilised community. While the 'offender' 

does play a prominent role in this approach, the victim (i.e., the community or  the person 

driving the car) is also brought to the fore within this perspective. While some neo- 

conservative criminology theories emphasise the individual as victim, this particular 

brand of consematism regards the 'community' as the true victim. Threats to the 

community warrant a strong reaction because an attack on the community is by extension 

an affront to neo-conservative values. Furthemore, a threat that is seerningly harmless 
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could easily mature into something more menacing. The Broken Windows theory argues 

that the first strike is the most critical and that pre-emptive responses are preferred over 

more passive policing techniques in order to prevent a 'minor* social problem, such as 

squeegeeing, from evolving into more serious behaviour. In neo-conservative Ontario, 

decency, permissiveness and tolerance are not recognised as virtuous attributes but are 

among the causes of urban deterioration and community disintegration. 

Noticeably absent from the proposed solutions, however, is the need to reattach or 

re-educate young people to some kind of family, to involve them in school and other 

constructive activities, and to have them acquire beliefs in the morality of law. Virtually 

al1 of the proposed solutions ignored the need to redress the defective social training that 

neo-conservatives are apt to identify as a cause of deviance. Although rehabilitation has 

been traditionally viewed with some distaste, re-education camps that emphasise a 

cumculum of moral education have generally been embraced by neo-conservatives. 

Whereas boot camps were a popular with conservatives in the 1990s, this new strain of 

rigid neo-conservatism appears to be much more punitive and less willing to redirect 

those who have in some way lost control. Efforts to mobilise the cornmunity around 

posited traditional moral values have now been abandoned. Offenders are now portrayed 

in stigmatising constructions tnat make reintegration into society not even deserving of 

consideration. Consequently, boot camps for these types of offenders have been rejected 

and hard punishment in the form of jail time is now embraced. Simply put, neo- 

conservatives seem to declare that if you do not demonstrate that you adhere to 

acceptable moral standards from the beginning, then you are not welcorne in Our society. 



Clearly, tolerance to reintegrate is now in short supply. Rather than adopting the 

celebrated "three strikes and you're out" principle that was popularised in the US.. 

Ontario's neo-conservatives are inclined to advocate a ''one strike and you're out" 

standard. 

While most neo-conservatives are united in their desire to deter criminal 

behaviour by having strong punishments, in a critical discussion, Lilley et aL (1989) 

expose a fault in this warped logic: 

For the most part, these commentators have focused on how increased 
punishment - scaring people straight - wiil reduce crime. It is instructive 
that these theorists have overlooked how increasing the rewards of 
conformity (e-g., more lucrative employment) c m  achieve sirnilar gains in 
crime control (p. 200-1). 

Critics of neo-conservative solutions, therefore, are likely to accuse punitive-oriented 

responses of attacking the symptom rather than the condition or source of the problem. 

As this chapter has demonstrated, however, the types of proposed solutions are politically 

pre-determined and hence the "cultural creation of social reality is a political act" 

(Foucault, 1977). The tme concem, however, lies in a politician's ability to persuade the 

public about what should be done about crime and deviance. As previous chapters have 

illustrated, just as politicians are able to utilise the media to define the nature and extent 

of crime in society, politicians are also able to direct and concentrate our attentions on the 

solutions that fulfil their agenda. 



This is a modest and limited study of neo-conservative media statements and how 

they framed, discussed and transformed an innocuous social issue - squeegeeing - into a 

social problem that should be of real conceni to Ontaxians. By conducting a content 

analysis of newspaper coverage, this thesis examined how neo-conservatives used 

squeegee kids' presence as an opportunity to state their preferred causal accounts of the 

problem and as a means of furthering theu preferred political responses. This thesis also 

argues that neo-conservative politicians encouraged the portrayal of squeegee kids as a 

law and order problem in order to further their own political and ideological interests. 

Specifically, this thesis demonstrates how the Ontario neo-conservative govemment, 

through ideologically unbalanced and sensational media coverage, defined a social issue 

as a law and order problem. The very existence of this law and order problem was then 

used to justify implementing formal social control responses designed to criminalise 

squeegeeing. Neo-conservatives accomplished this goal by generating widespread anti- 

squeegee sentiments. By presenting squeegee kids in an unfavourable light using 

negative presentation metaphors, neo-conservatives were able to paint an unflattering 

picture of squeegee kids. By linking squeegee kids with a variety of social problems (Le., 

crime, drugs, traffic congestion, failed businesses, and so on), the general tenor was set 

and the foundation for widespread anti-squeegee sentiments was achieved. Additionally, 

neo-conservatives discussed the reasons why kids squeegee. By citing individuai failings 

and persona1 shortcomings as the primary reasons why youths work the streets, neo- 
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conservatives were able to place blame on the individual rather than the socid structure. 

By laying blame on the actor rather than the social structure, neo-conservatives created a 

political clirnate where responses aimed at punishing or incapacitating the individual 

would be greeted with enthusiasm and approval. 

Since the squeegee kid panic was a neo-conservative social construction, this 

provided political groups with the ideal oppominity and forum to articulate and promote 

their own organisational positions, goals and interests. As a result, many neo- 

conservatives embraced the opportunity to portray squeegeeing not as an isolated, 

idiosyncratic or modem phenornenon but as a symbol of something having gone 

profoundly wrong with Ontario's adolescents and a society that has failed to instil proper 

social values. As politicians and the press seized the opportunity to profit from 

exaggerated claims about the squeegee threat, the debate expanded and squeegee kids 

were portrayed as a generalised threat to Ontario's social order and Ontarians' security. 

In this sense, this thesis is an examination of a modem moral panic and how the media 

and politicians play an integral role in producing and elevating public anxieties to further 

political ends. Although the moral panic mode1 has been recognised for nearly thirty 

years, it continues to illustrate how public anxiety cm be generated via the media 

portrayal of social concerns as criminal problems. By exploiting the public's desire for a 

sense of safety, clairnsmakers identified and elevated a nuisance to a more serious and 

tangible threat. Fearful that relatively minor social misfits could engage in more serious 

criminal behaviour, neo-consecvatives prornoted the Broken Windows theory of public 

disorder and crime in the hope that the public would believe the merits of proactively 
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policing groups perceived to have the potential to engage in more serious crimes. To 

accomplish this, every negative aspect of squeegee kids were exaggerated, distorted and 

hyperbolised, Political and media rhetoric was elevated above reality, and society's fears 

were harnessed to portray squeegees as a threat. While generating a moral panic serves 

many purposes. in this case, it ultimately paved the way for the promotion and eventual 

acceptance of stronger, more punitive crime control responses. Rather than risk the 

potential for further public decay, punitive 'get-tough' policies attracted strong public 

support and the objective of the moral panic was realised. 

The squeegee phenornenon, therefore, is a timely reminder of the impact that 

politics and the media can have on the nature of crime and criminal justice policy. In 

order to generate a moral panic and promote a particular response to squeegeeing, 

politicians and the media must develop a partnership. That is, politicians rnust be willing 

and able to prornote theû ideology and interpretation of events, and the media must 

disseminate their message to a receptive mass audience. The relationship between the 

mass media and the formation of criminal justice policy, therefore, is one of the most 

important because effects on policy are "the ultimate pnze in the construction of crime 

and justice reality cornpetition" (Surette, 1998, p. 212). If the neo-conservative social 

construction of the squeegee kid panic is persuasive, then politicians efforts would 

emerge in the f o m  of changes to criminal justice policy. As discussed in Chapter 7 and 

summarised in Chapter 1, the Ontario neo-conse~ative govemrnent has effectively 

resolved the squeegee kid issue in the precise rnanner they preferred - that is, they drafied 

tough, anti-squeegee legislation and gave the police more discretion to arrest. fine, or jail 
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squeegee kids. Yet while politics can help identify issues and orient the discussion, too 

often politics and politicians detract from deveioping viable solutions or identieing the 

real issues of concem. Rhetoric often overwhelms accepted realities, and emotion 

eclipses logic. AppeaIing to common sense, which is often an instinctive but incorrect 

response, and social anxieties are the tools that make political campaigns appealing but 

politically influenced solutions ineffective. 

Defining and discussing crime is ultimately a political act because politicians and 

the media legitimate the other's notions of what crime is, what are its causes, and what 

are the best solutions. By evoking popular imagery, politicians are able to collectively 

target particular groups as signifying criminality, whether or not their behaviour warrants 

stigmatisation. How the perceived problern is framed at the outset, therefore, will be 

critical to the rest of the debate. If the problem is framed as a criminal issue, then certain 

solutions will be immediately accepted or rejected. Whereas a crime problem tends to 

result in calls for more police, stricter courts and harsher punishments, other definitions 

of the issue - as a poverty problem, an employment problem or a morality problem - 

suggests other solutions. The media and politicians are not simply a passive force that 

create and perpetuate social stereotypes - rather, they are active participants in creating 

and refining stereotypes in ways that are Likely to hfluence criminal justice policy. 

Representations do not exist for their own sake, they have social and political functions 

and consequences. Since the media has become an increasingly effective device in a 

politician's toolbox of persuasion, we need to be mindful at the ease with which 

'outcaste' groups are made to signify or represent criminality, over how we define crime 



in the first place, and over the effects that political debate has on criminal justice policy. 

As Cohen (1972) prophetically warned alrnost thirty years ago: 

More moral panics wiil be generated and other, as yet narneless, folk 
devils will be created, This is not because such developments have an 
inexorable inner logic, but because our society as presently structured will 
continue to generate problems for some of its members - like working- 
class adolescents - and then condemn whatever solution these groups find 
(p. 204). 



APPENDIX A 

Sumrnary of Municipal Panhandling ~ ~ l a w s '  

CITY 

St. John's 

Moncton 

Saint John 

Charlottetown 

Quebec City 

Ottawa 

Kingston 

Toronto 

Hamilton 

Sudbury 

Windsor 

London 

Winnipeg 

Saskatoon 

Edmonton 

1 From National Anti-Poverty Organizations "Short-Changed on Human Rights: A 
NAPO Position Paper on Anti-panhandling By-Laws", November 1999, This table is not 
meant to be an exhaustive list and does not include the changes resulting from Ontario's 
Safe Streets Act. 
2 Aggressive is defined and enforced differently by the various municipalities. 
3 The City of Moncton is in the process of developing an anti-panhandling bylaw. 



Coding Guide* 

* This coding scheme has been adapted from Theodore Sasson's C*e Talk (1995). 
NOTE: An "n" after a code denotes the rebuttai or 'negative' form of the idea. 

1. Social Control Failure 

Squeegeeing stems from the failures of the formal agencies of social control. The 
solution to squeegeeing is to improve the performance of the criminal justice system. 
The only way to enhance public safety is to increase the swiftness, certainty, and severity 
of punishment. This frame has two sub-frames that specify the nature of the criminal 
justice system's failings. 

a) Leniency: 
This sub-frarne holds that the system is too lenient; sentences/punishments are 
short or light; judges are too lenient; Iaws protecting offenders place too many 
restrictions on police. The result is inadequate deterrence. 

1.1 "Get tough" slogans and calls for the system to "crack down." For 
example, "No more coddling offenders!" [ U n  = general rejection of the 
"law and order" approach.] 

1.2 Harsh sentences/punisliment are necessary as a form of "moral education." 
Retribution and public sharning are the proper purposes of the justice 
system. 

1.3 Sentences/punishments are too shodlight; they arnount to a "slap on the 
wrist." 

1.4 Youthful offenders get off too easily; they do crimes because they know 
they won't be punished. 

1.5 Calls for a curfew; vagrancy or anti-squeegee laws; crirninalization of 
public drunkenness; or general anti-vagrancy "public order" policing. 

1.6 Politicians, judges, the powers that be, are permissive; they are reluctant to 
impose harsh sentences. 

6) Ineficciency: 
This sub-frarne holds that the system is inefficient. Offenders go free for lack of 
space; cases take too long to get to trial; offenders are 'lost' in the shuffle. 
Deterrence suffers as a result. This frame is often implicit in statements that 
assume the solution to crime lies in a more efficient criminal justice systern. 



2.1 Due to the inefficiencies and inadequate resources of the criminal justice 
system, offenders are not getting apprehended and punished; hence the 
crime problem. (This general statement should be coded only if the more 
specific claims that follow do not yield a closer match). [2.ln = general 
rejections of the inefficiency sub-frame, as in, "The police can't reduce 
violence whose causes are social."] 

2.2 First offenders are rarely prosecuted. This undermines detemence. The 
system must be made more certain, 

2.3 Delays in getting defendants to triai and punishment undennine 
deterrence. The system rnust be made more swift. 

2.4 People do crimes because they knowhelieve nothing will happen to thern. 
We need to do a better job communicating the risks of doing crimes. 

2.5 We need to build more prisons to alleviate overcrowding and thereby 
restore the promise of imprisonment for criminal offenders. [Here the 
emphasis is on cenainty of punishment rather than severity.] 

2.6 Calls for hiring more cops or creating new policing agencies. Calls for 
fire departrnent patrols, and the use of city money to hire private security. 
Calls for budget increases for the police departrnent. 

Squeegeeing stems from blocked opportunities, especidly poverty, poor education, bad 
housing, lack of health care, unemployment and discrimination. People squeegee 
because they discover that legitimate means for attaining material success are blocked. 
The solution to squeegeeing is to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to escape 
poverty. For example, Merton's Strain Theory (Anomie Theory) and, Cloward and 
Ohlin's Opportunity Theory. Blocked opportunities is generally endorsed by liberal and 
Left policy analysts. 

3.1 Attributions of squeegeeing to 'hopelessness', or 'despair'. People 
squeegee because they do not see opportunities. People squeegee because 
of 'anger' and 'frustration'. [These claims al1 focus on perception rather 
than underlying reality.] 

3.2 Attribution for squeegeeing to 'unemployment', 'the economy', or 'the 
recession'. [3.2n = people squeegee because they don? want to do 'real' 
work.] 

3.3 Attribution for crime to 'poverty', 'deprivation', 'desperation', 
' inequality ' . 

3.4 To reduce squeegeeing, government should spend more on job training; 
education; and welfare. [3Sn = claim that the social welfare programs are 
a source of crime.] 

3.5 Advocacy of rehabilitation in the form of job training. 



3.6 Crime stems from advertising's hard seU of consumer goods. People are 
pursuing the 'Amencan Dream' by the best/only means available. 

Squeegeeing stems from a breakdown of informal social control. The breakdown of the 
traditional family and neighbourhood has loosened the controls that used to keep people 
on the straight and narrow. Parents are no longer disciplining their children, teaching 
them the cight values, and supervising their behaviour. The solution to squeegeeing lies 
in instilling in young people proper values and restoring families and comrnunities. 
There are liberal and neo-conservative versions of this frame: 

In the liberal version, breakdown is treated as a consequence of equality, poverty, 
and, especially, joblessness. In other words, in the liberal version, Social Control 
Breakdown gets conflated with Blocked Opportunities. 

In the neo-conservative version of this frarne, breakdown is treated as a result of: 
(a) the decline of religion; (b) permissiveness engendered by new social rnovements; (c) 
indolence engendered by the social welfare system; (d) deteriorating popular culture. 

Attributions for squeegeeing to community disintegration or family 
breakdown. 
Squeegeeing stems from the proliferation of single parent families. 
Parents used to do a better job raising their children (socializing children; 
instilling moral values in children). 
Squeegeeing stems from absence of role models. 
The welfare system encourages out-of-wedlock pregnancies and divorce, 
and hence the formation of single-parent families. It is therefore a cause 
of crime. 
There is general decline in authority at home, in church, at school. We 
need to return to respecting traditional authority. 
Because by law the police can no longer keep undesirables off the streets, 
neighbourhood residents rnust take on this job. 
Parents shouid be held accountable for their kids' crimes. They should be 
prosecuted and fined or even jailed if their kids squeegee. 
Poverty, unernployment, inequality, etc., disrupt family and community 
life and thereby engender squeegeeing. 
Schools should engage in moral education. 
Advocacy of Street worker/youth counselling programs if emphasis is on 
moral guidance. 
Advocacy of creation of better recreational facilities if purpose is to keep 
young people occupied and supervised. 
Advocacy of citizen anticrime activism: neighbours ought to rake back 
their streets. Advocacy of crime watch and related activities. 14.1411 = for 
exarnple, "The physicai nsks are too great to expect citizens to patrol their 
own neighbourhoods. "1 



4.14 The idea of striking a "partnership' between cornmunity residents, the 
police. and the city govemment to eradicate crime. Cops can work with 
residents to create strategies for driving out squeegeeing. [4.15n = crime 
watch is a strategy foisted upon the people by officiais whose tme aim is 
to pass the buck. Fighting crime should not be the job of civilians but 
professionals.~ 

n Meta~hor Examples: 
Conduct 

Incidents of washing a windshieId despite refusing the service 
Incident of darnage occumng to car (e-g., windshield or car hood scratched, 
wipers ripped offi 
Incident of accepting "No" for an answer 
Polite 
Fou1 language 
Abusive behaviour 
Assault, attack 
Intimidate, scare motorists 

Personal Appearance 
Dirty 
On drugs 
Body piercing 
Discussing squeegees as topless (bad) 
Discussing squeegees as topless (good) 
Dyed hair 
Shaved head 
Tattoos 

Character 
Name of squeegee kid (Skull, S c d f )  
Squeegee kids? Squeegee people? Squeegee adults? Squeegee pests? 
Entrepreneurs, resourceful 
Extortionists 
Victims of the modem job market 

Prostitutes 
Criminals 
High school dropouts 

L Vesîyle 
Free, no responsibility 
Reference to SK homelessness 



Discussion of income; eam more than $100/day 

Punishmen#'ïieter (NOTE: Most of these solutions could be considered traditionally 
neo-conservative responses): 

Arrest 
Calls for more police power 
Stiffer jail sentences 
S tiffer fines 
General crack down 
New vagrancy, panhandling or anti-squeegee laws 
Calls on federal government to do 'something' 
Confiscate the squeegee andor bucket 
Police and community/business owners need to work together to devise strategy 
Any two of the above (single issue strategies and responses will not be enough). 

AmeCiorate Social Conditions (NOTE: Most of these solutions could be considered 
traditionally liberal responses): 

More jobs 
Better, higher paying jobs 
Improved social services 
Better home life and parenting 
Affordable and safe housing 
Provide start-up loans to create a squeegee business 
Any two of the above (single issue strategies and responses will not be enough). 

Accept or SlightZy Modzfi Current Situation (NOTE: These solutions could be 
considered either liberal, neo-conservative or they could contain elements of both): 

Create squeegee friendly zones 
Legalise squeegeeing 
Accept squeegeeing because there's nothing we c m  do about it 
Calls for taxing squeegees income 
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